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PREFACE 

This dissertation is concerned with the study of the 

divalent oxidation state of the lanthanideso Divalent 

cerium, praseodymium, gadolinium, holmium and erbium ions 

in single-crystal calcium fluoride have been produced by 

the techniques of irradiative and electrolytic reduction, 

and their absorption and emission spectra have been ob= 

tainedo The available information in the literature on 

the energy levels of divalent lanthanid~s has been used to 

obtain the variation of the electrostatic and spin-orbit 

coupling parameters with the number of electrons in the 4f 

shello The intermediate coupling diagrams of the seven 

lowest and seven highest terms of the f 6 and f 8 configura= 

tions have been constructedo The diagrams illustrate the 

change in the positions of the energy levels for the 

change from Russell-Saunders to jj couplingo 

I would like to express my gratitude for all the 

assistance and interest expressed by the members of my 

committee: Dro Lo Po Varga, Dro Ho Ao Mottola, and 

Dro Jo Po Devlin of the Chemistry Department and Dro Eo Eo 

Kohl;lke of the Physics Departmento 

In addition 9 I would like to thank Mrso LaVerne Cook 

for typing, Mro Mack Crank for preparation of the figures, 
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CH.Al?TER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was originally designed to be an extension 

of. some work done. on the divalent lanthanides in calcium 

fluoride, the divalent states of cerium (f2), praseodymium 

(f3), holmium (f11 ), and erbium (f12 ) were to be studiedo 

These configurations were selected because their energy 

levels could be least-squares fitted within a reasonable 

amount of computer time\> Divalent gadolinium was also to 

be exa.I!lined because there was some uncertainty in the 

literature about whether its ground state was f 8 or f7do 

As ori~inally outlined, :the program consisted of pro

duction of calcium fluoride single crystals, doped with 

the various lanthanides at low concentrations, reduction 

of the trivalent lanthanides to the divalent state by 

solid=state electrolysis at high temperatures, and examina= 

tion of the absorption and fluorescenc.e spectra of the 

lanthanide ions in the reduced stateo That portion of the 

spectra which could be attributed to the f=f transitions 

of the divalen::t ions was to be fitted by least-squares 

computer techniques to the theoretically predicted spectra 

in order to obtain the electrostatic and spin-orbit 

coupling parameters, which were then to be compared to 
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the isoelectronic trivalent ions to determine trends in 

their variation with the number of electrons in the con

figurations .. If the data for the divalent ions were good 

enough, a study of the crystal-field splitting of the 

levels was also to be o.one, in. ord!3r to obtain informa

tion on the environment in which the divalent ions in 

the crystal were situated .. 

All of the original goals in the study were not 

accomplishedo No single crystals were grown in the labor

atory because some mechanical or electrical defect in the 

induction furnace which was to be used for the growth of 

the crystals prevented the graphite crucibles from reach

ing a high enough temperature to melt more than a very 

small quantity of calcium fluoridea Single crystal chips 

of doped calcium fluoride were obtained fro.rii a commercial 

source, and were somewhat less than idealo Some of them 

contained impurities, and, since they were small, a good 

deal of difficulty was encountered in mounting them in the 

holder for electrolysis .. One of the crystals was found to 

be unstable to heat, rendering it useless for reduction 

purposes .. The solid-state electrolysis procedure was 

complicated by the deposition of calcium in the crystala 

This resulted in only localized red~ction of the lan= 

thanide ions in a small volume of the crystal near the 

calcium dendrites, with a consequent reduction in the 

number of divalent ions available for studyo Because of 

the difficulties encountered with the solid-state 
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electrolysis procedure, a second group of crystals were 

purchased from the same source for reduction by exposure to 

ionizing radiationa No difficulties were encountered with 

the crystals used in this procedure except the anticipated 

one of instability of the divalent state to light and heato 

Due to the low concentration of divalent ions produced by 

either of the two methods, no f-f absorption or fluores

cence lines were observed which could be attributed to the 

divalent lanthanides, with the possible exception of gad

oliniumo It was found that the lone fluorescence line ob-

served for this ion could be adequately explained by 

assumption of the f 8 configuration and reasonable values 

of the parameters used to describe the theoretical spec

trumo However, the presence of previously undetected 

impurities as the source of the observed fluorescence 

could not be completely ruled out. As a result of the 

lack of observed absorption or emission lines, no crystal-

field studies were attemptedo 

The part of the study dealing with the observation of 

trends in the variation of the electrostatic and spin-orbit 

parameters with the number of electrons enjoyed a somewhat 

greater degree of successo Using literature values for 

the free-ion spectra of Ce III, Pr III, and Ho III, values 

for the electrostatic and spin-orbit parameters were com-

puted and compared graphically to those for the trivalent 

caseso The plot of the spin-orbit parameter versus the 

number of electrons in the 4f shell was then used to ol;,tain 



a value for divalent gadoliniumo Using this value, the 

electrostatic parame~er was then varied until a fit was 

achieved for the parent level of the observed fluores

cence line of gadoliniumo 

The intermediate coupling diagrams for the seven 

lowest and seven highest multiplets of both the f 6 and f 8 
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configurations were constructed by use of literature values 

of the electrostatic and spin-orbit parameters for some of 

the points on the diagramso For other points, assumed 

values of the two parameters which were consistent with 

the theory were used to obtain enough information for con

struction of the figureso It is hoped that these figures 

will prove useful to other investigatorso 

Appendix A describes some previous studies and their 

results. The first part deals with some calculations 

which were performed for the purpose of obtaining self

consistent radial wave functions of some of the lanthanide 

ionse The seconp. part outlines the. constr.uction and use 

of a ruby laser as a light source for Raman spectrographyo 

Appendix B consists of the major results of this study, 

compiled in a form which is suitable for submission to a 

journal for publicationo 

One choice of notation should be explainedo The so-

called spe?troscopic notation of the degree of ionization 

of an element is given by the symbol for the element fol

lowed by a Roman numerl:3.1 indicating the ionizationo If 

the observed spectrum arises from the unionized atomv say 



potassium, then the symbol for this spectrum is K Io If 

it is singly ionized, t}1.e symbol is K !Io Chemical nota

tion consists of the symbol for the element, followed by 

a Roman numeral, enclosed in parentheses, which indicates 

the degree of ionizationo Therefore, singly ionized 

potassium, in chemical notation, is K(I) o In this study, 

if the free-ion. spectrum, ,either observed or calculated, 

is under consideration, spectros?opic notation will be 

used, while if an observed spectrum of an ion in a con

densed phase, such as an ion in a crystal, is being con

sidered, chemical notation will b.e use.do For example, 

the free-ion spectrum of divalent samarium will be denoted 

Sm III, while the spectrum of divalent samarium in a 

crystal or a solution will be Sm(II)o 

Literature Review 

The study of the lanthanides has increased since 

separation techniques have improved to the point that pure 

compo1m.ds of each of the elements of this. series have be

come available at reasonable priceso This family of ele

ments is almost unique in that the members have very 

similar chemical propertieso Conversely, an outstanding 

diversity in their spectroscopic properties provides a 

most convenient method for the study of the difference.s 

between individual m~mbers and the trend of chemical and 

physical properties within th,e familyo Spectroscopic 

studies have provided important tests of the theory of 
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ele·ctronic. spectra which finds immediate application in 

the stu4y both of lanthanide and actinide compoundso 

kn early review of the spectroscopic.properties of 

the lanthanides is that of Dieke ai:1d Crosswhite ( 1), in 

which they outline the work done at Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity and elsewhere on the various oxidation states of the 

lan thanid.es in crystals and as free ionso A much more ex

tensive compilation of data on the la;nthanides.in crystals 

is that of Dieke ( 2), whi.ch contains discussions of the 

types of crystals available for study, the various experi

mental techniques involved, and the methods of comparing 

eXPerimental information to that predicted by the theoryo 

Th~ book also contains a compilation of the available data 

on the low-lying levels (0 to approximately 50000 wave 

numbers) of all the rare earths except promethiumo There 

is also a table of the observed fluorescence lines of all 

the rare earths in LaC13o 

Wybourne's book (3) contains a discussion of the 

theory behind the observed absorption and emission lines 

arising from the f-f electronic transitions of the lan

thanide so The book by Sinha ( 4) contains extensive inf or ... 

mation on the chemical and physical properties of all the 

lanthanides, out special emphasis is placed. on europiumo 

Asprey and Cunningham (5) review some of the early work 

on the less stable .oxidation st6ites of both the l~tha

nides and the actinideso Fong (6) discusses the various 

tecl'.lniques and the theory behind them for production of 
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the divalent lanthanides as impurities in calcium fluorideo 

He also deals, with the general subject of color centers in 

the various alkaline earth halides, discusses the pro

cesses by which they are formed and the influence of im-

purities on the optical behavior of the crystalso The 

paper by Carnall and Fields (7), discusses the spectra of 

the trivalent lanthanides and actinides in solution and 

tries to predict the trends of the parameters used to fit 

the observed spectrao The observed intensities of the f-f 

electronic transitions are compared to those calculated 

in the papero 

Several papers have been published on the production 

of the divalent lanthanides in various ionic crystalso 

The earlier work was dp~e on natural crystals, such as 

fluorite, in which the lanthanides are found at impurity 

levels because of similarities between their ionic radii 

and that of the cation in the ho.st lattice o One ,Qf the 

earliest papers on synth~tic calcium fluoride doped with 

the lanthanides was that of McClure and Kiss (8)0. They 

give the absorption spectra of the divalent rare earths 

obtained by exposure of the crystals to gamma radiation, 

and some fluorescence lines which are attributed to f-f 

electronic transitions between the low-lying stateso 

They give the results of a calculation for each of the 

ions in which an approximation t.o the excitation energy 
~ . ~, 

from the I configuration to the lowest 4I 5d level is 

obtainedo The calculated energy difference is compared 



to that represented by the onset of the observed broad

band absorption, after the calculated values have been 

.8 

adjusted so that an exact fit for divalent samarium is 

achievedo A f1?,irly good ~it is obtained for all the cases 

considered e.xcept for cerium» gadolinium, and terbium.a 

They interpret this as indicating that there is a.. possi

bility that the 4f1-15d configuration is the ground stateo 

Two papers by Merz and Pershan (9) ill~strate a 

slightly different type of study which can be done with 

the divalent lanthanides in alkaline earth halideso In 

the study described in these papers, the lanthanides are 

reduced to the divalent state by exposure to gamma radia

ti'on or x-rays at 77°K,. then the crystals are warmed up 

slowly and the light emitted by the recombination of 

electrons and holes from the various types of traps in 

the crystal is monitoredo Both the total amount of light 

emitted as a function of temperature and the spectral dis

tribution of the light are studiedo When.a.hole recom

bines with the electron trapped at a divalent rare earth, 

thi.s leaves the rare earth in an. excited state, and the 

fluorescence observed is ch!¥'acteristic of the trivalent 

iono Two results obta~ed b? this technique are that the 

thermolumine.scent glow peaks are independent of the rare 

earth dopant, indicating that. the types of traps are the 

same for each ion, and that the composition of the ther-

moluminescent emission is characteristic of the trivalent 

ion in a cubic siteo The second result is obtained from 



a crystal=field analysis of the emission lines which are 

intense enough for such a studye For emission above room 

temperature, the site symmetry of the lanthanide ion was 

found to be tetragonalo Hayes and Twidell (10) and 

Sabisky (11) conducted para.magnetic resonance studies on 

thulium and holmium, and holmium, respectively, and con

clude that only ions at cubic sites are reduced by ioniz~ 

ing radiationo A paper by Kariss and Feofilov (12) gives 

the references for the Russian work on the divalent lan

thanides in the alkaline earth halideso 

9 

The study of the free ion spectra of the lanthanides 

is only partially complete at the present timeo Dieke and 

Crosswhite (1) give a table containing the number of levels 

for the four lowest configurations of the trivalent rare 

earths, and a partial list of the allowed transitions 

between the levelso While the numbers are fairly small 

for the members at each end of the series, they increase 

rapidly as the number off electrons increaseso In their 

paperp they show rough diagrams of the third and fourth 

spectra of the lanthanides, and the observed levels of 

the trivalent ions in various crystalso Odabasi (13) has 

published a partial list of observed lines of La IIIj and 

has assigned some levels for about 20 configurationso 

The assignments are rather simple, since only one electron 

outside of a closed shell is involvedo Sugar (14) has 

reported the emission spectrum of Ce III and has con

cluded that the ground state of the free ion is the 4f2 
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configuration, but also found that the lowest level of the 

4f5d configuration is only about 3300 wavenurnbers above 

that of the ground statee Trees (15) reported 38 of 41 

possibl~ levels of the 4f3 configuration of Pr III, and 

found this to be the ground state configurationo The low

est level of the 4f25d1 configuration was found to be some 

31000 wavenurnbers above the ground statea Dupont (16) 

reported the ground multiplet of the 4f6 configuration 

and some lines of the 4f55d1 configuration of Sm Illa 

McElaney (17) made a partial analysis of the 4f11 , 

4f105d1 , 4f106s, and 4f106p configurations of Ho Illa 

The 4f11 configuration was found to be the ground state 

and the levels reported included the 4r multiplet, the 

4 2 F9; 2 level, and the H11 ; 2 levela The lowest levels of 

the 4f106s and 4f105d configurations were found about 

20000 wavenumbers above the ground statea Callahan (18) 

identified the ground state of Gd III as 4f75d1 and found 

all the levels for this configuration, as well as those 

for the 4f76s and 4f76p configurationso He did not ob

serve any levels of the 4f8 configuration, and stated that 

these must lie less than 10000 wavenurnbers from the upper 

half of the 4f75d configurationo Finally, Bryant {19) has 

performed an analysis of both the third and fourth spec

tra of ytterbiurno 

Varga and Asprey (20) describe one version of a com

puter program used to calculate the energy of the fl con

figuration of the lanthanides and actinidesa The program 



uses the coulomb and spin-orbit matrices for f electrons 

calculated by Nielson and Koster (21)o Two other types 

of calculations which have proven useful for studies of 

the lanthanides are those by Freeman and Watson (22) and 

Herman and Skillman (23)o The first uses the Hartree

Fock approximation in the calculation 9 while the second 

reference uses the Hartree-Fock-Slater self-consistent 

field approacho 

The previously mentioned review articles contain 

many references to the spectra of lanthanides in the 

alkaline earth halides and other sal tso The paper by 

Wood and Kaiser (24) on the absorption and fluorescence 

of Sm(II) in CaF2 , SrF2 and BaF2; one by Loh (25) on the 

ultraviolet absorption spectra of Ce(III) in alkaline 

earth fluorides; the paper by Rabbiner (26) on the cubic 

crystal field levels of Tb(III) in CaF2; and the section 

of Judd's book (27) on the problem of intermediate coup

ling will all be considered in some detail in the dis

cussion of the results of research performed for this 

thesiso 
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CH.APTER II 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF RARE EARTH 

SPECTROSCOPY 

The number of ~ossible terms which arise for a given 

configuration is characteristic for that configurationo 

That is, a single electron or hole in the f shell gives 

rise to a single term; two electrons or holes give rise to 

seven terms, and so ono Furthermore, these terms are them

selves degenerate and will give rise to a number of levels, 

whose designation is dependent on the particular coupling 

scheme which holds for the case under considerationo 

The scheme which holds in most cases for the lantha-

nides is called LS or Russell=Saunders couplingo In this 

scheme 9 the individual orbital angular momentum of each 

electron in the f shell adds vectorially to give the total 

orbital angular momentum, Lo Likewise, the total spin, S, 

is the vector sum of the individual spinso The quantity 

(2S+1) is called the multiplicity of the term, and is 

written to the left of the total angular momentum as a 

superscripto The standard notation for a term with 

L = O, 1 9 2v 3, 4, 5, o • o is s~ P~ D, Fo G, H9 o o o so 

that a term is represented as 28+1Lo One further quantity, 

J, needs definitiono J is the vector sum of Sand Land 

12 
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the spin-orbit interaction removes the degeneracy of the 

levels of varying J-values within a termo Wh~n L?S, J 

takes on the values L-S, L-S+1, o o o, L+S; when L<S, J 

takes on the values S-L, S-1+1, o o o, S+L~ Therefore, 

the ~esignation of an individual level is 28+1LJo As more 

.electrons are added to the f shell, the number of terms 

with the same Sand L increases and other quantum numbers 

have to be introduced in order to properly label the 

level So 

Electrostatic interactions between the electrons 

within the f shell serve to produce the various terms 

within a particular configurationo The centers of gravity 

of these terms can be expressed (4) as multiples of the 

Fk integrals, 

gg r2 

Fk = e2 Sl~ (r~/r~+ 1 )R2dr1 
O'O 

where e is the electronic charge, R is the radial wave 

function, ap.d k takes on the values 2, 4, and 60 A sim-

plification to remove large denominators consisted of 
/ 

redefinition of .the F~ integrals as k 
Fk = F /Die where , for 

the f=shell, n2 = 225, n4 = 1089, and D6 = 73E51o64o 

An alternate method of expressing the behavior of the 

fl configuration is in terms of the Racah parameters, Eio 

They arise from the application of group theoretical tech-

niques to the problem of calculation of the energy matrices 
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of the fl configuration a Judd ( 27) ,explains the similari

ties an~ differences between the two techniques., 

In both cases, the expression for the energy matrices 

of the fl configuration is written as a linear combination 

of either the Ei or the Fko There is a linear relation-

ship between the two sets of parameters of the form 

1/7 (7EO + 9E 1). 
... 

Fo = 

F2 = 1/42 (E1 + 143E2 + 11E3) 

F4 = 1/77 (E1 - 1 JOE2 + 4E3) 

F6 = 1/462 (E1 + 35E2 - 1E3 ) 

Rearrangement of these expressions yields a similar set 

for obtaining the Racah. parameters as a function of the Fko 

The coefficient of both EO and F0 in the energy summation 

depends only on the n-umber of electrons ,,in the conf;igura

tion, so it only serves to shift the whole configuration, 

without changing the relative positions of the termso 

Therefore 1 it is usually not considered when a single con

figuration is under study, and the usual .practice is to 

subtract it off, setting the lowest level equal to zeroo 

In obtaining the energy levels of the lighter atoms, 

it has been found sufficient in most oases to consider 

purely electrostatic interactions., As the size of the 

atom increases, other effects, such as spin'.'.'°or·bi t, spin~ 

spin, and spin-other-orbit types of magnetic inter~ctions 
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must be includedo The first of these, spin=orbit, is the 

largest of these effectso The matrix elements must be ex

pressed as linear combinations of both the electrostatic 

and spin-orbit parameterso The inclusion of the effect of 

spin-orbit splitting causes the levels which belong to dif

ferent terms, but wi~h the same value of J, to become 

mixed, thus Sand L have little meaning as far as the 

iden tiftcation of the levels is concerned, since a level 

may be comprised of three or four term-s of about equal per

centage compositiono This effect is not too bad near the 

ends ot the 4f shell, but around the middle when the n1.µI1ber 

of levels is the greatest, it is quite noticeable~ It is 

probably also evidenced in the large scatter in the values 

for F2 th~t different investigators have found for the ions 

in this regiono For instance, Carnall and Fields 1 (7) 

values for F2 show_ nearly lin.ear behavior from the first 

of the series up to samarium, then for europium, gadolinium 1 

and terbium the values are about 25% higher than the valu!;;! 

for samarium. After these three 1 a drop is taken 1 and th~ 

rest of the series finishes out at about the same rate of 

increase as the first memberso On the other hand 9 the 

change in the values for F2 is barely noticeable in the 

table given by Sinha (4) or Dieke ( 2) .. 

When the data are not too good, or when only low 

precision is desired, it has been found useful to assume 

that the 4f=radial eigenfunctions are hydrogenic in natur~ 

and to express F4 and F6 in terms of F2o The hydrogenic 
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ratios are given by the two expressions, F4/F2 = (41/297) = 
Oo 13805, and F6/F2 = (7 x 25/81 x 143) = 0001511 o As was 

previously mentioned, the effect of the other magnetic 

interactions, spin-spin and spin=other-orbit, while small, 

grow increasingly important as the level of accuracy de

sired is. increased, and as the values for the terms which 

lie at higher values are calculatedo At these energies, 

the.effect of the electrostatic interactions between the 
,:·, 

fl- configuration and higher configurations of the same 

parity may also become importanta These areas have not 

yet been studied in any great detail 9 but a start has been 

made with a pair of papers (28, 29) a 

The first paper obtains the matrix elements for spin

spin and spin-other-orbit interactions for the f 2 con

figuration in terms of three radial integrals, wf 1 which 

are more or less analogous to the Slater integralso The 

introduction of these parameters produced a substantial 

reduction of the mean error for two f 2 cases 9 Ce III and 

Pr IVo Improvements in fit were also noted for calcula= 

tions on the. low=lying sextets of Pm I(f5) and GdIV(f7 )o 

The second paper takes a slightly different approach 

with the r3 configurationo Substantial reductions in the 

error for the case of Pr III is obtained by the introduc-

tion of a group of effective operators which can be made 

to represent not only the various types of magnetic inter-

actions, but also configuration interactions of certain 

kindsa The results were then used to obtain improve~ents 
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in the fit for Nd(III) and Er(III) in LaCl 3o In both 

papers, pure Russell-Sa1mders coupling was assumed to holdo 

The computer program used in this work originated at 

the Lawrence Radiation Laboratories and was modified at 

Argonne National Laboratories (ANL Program 1849/CHM 177) and 

at Oklahoma State University by Lo Po Varga in 19670 The 

least-squares routine was added 'by Bob Ryan at Los Alamos 

in 19670 Since then, the program has been further modified 

in small ways both by Lo Po Varga and myselfo The program 

uses a tape of the Racah coefficients. of energy matrices 

for the fl configuration prepared at MIT by Nielson and 

Koster (21) and modified at Lawrence Radiation Labora= 

torieso The tape requires a maximum of six parameters 

for the f 2 case, and up to ten for the f3 configurationo 

The program is c_on trolled -by 14 parameter,s. which are 

, read in at the starto They allow the program to determine 
_, 

whether F2 and, Zet.a.P the Fk and Zeta, or the Ei are to be 

used in the calcul.~tion of the energy levelso Others de= 

termine whether experimental levels are fitted, and whether 

or not the least-squares subroutine is to be usedo Two 

parameters are read in which define the weighting of the 

levels and the rate at which the Ei are variedo A second 

card is read which .defines the n"umber of electrons in the 

configuration 1 the numQer of J-manifolds under considera= 

tion, and the J values in halves with the ground state 

first and the others in ascending ordero The trial values 

of the parameters. used in the calculation are then read ino 
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The Ei are read in directly; if the hydrogenic approxima= 

tion is assumed, F2 is multiplied by the hydrogenic ratios 

times the factors in the linear relationship which converts 

the Fk into the Eio For the lanthanides 1 these factors are 

E1 = 1406818 x F2 

E2 = 0007685 X F2 

E3 = 104845 x F2 

When the Fk are read in, they are converted by the follow

ing expressions 

E1 
= 1/9 (70 x F2 + 231 x F4 + 2002 x F6) 

E2 = 1/9 (F2 - JF4 + 7F6) 

E3 = 1/3 (5F2 + 6F4 = 91F6) 

If experimental levels are to be fit, they are read in 

next, in increasing magnitude in units of wavenumberso 

They are assigned numbers within each J=manifold which 

determine the levels to which they correspondo 

The Ryan subroutine is then called if the Ei are to 

be varied in the calculationo Using the parameters which 

were read in at the start of the program~ the energy 

matrices for each value of J are built up by multiplica= 

tion of the proper Racah parameters by the coefficients 

read from the tape and by summation in the proper ma.nnero 

The arrays are then diagonalized to obtain the first values 



for the energy levelse This procedure is then repeated 

after a small variation in the Racah parameterso The 

differences between the two sets of calculated energy 

levels, divided by a weighted value of one of the Racah 

parameters, are calculated, as are the differences between 

the observed and. calculated energy levelso The sum of the 

weighted squares of the differences between observed and 

calculated energy levels is also calculatedo A calcula

tion then follows which res.ul ts in a new set of E para-

meterso This involves construction of a matrix from the 

various error parameterso This array is inverted and mul

tiplied by a vector whose elements depend on the weighted 

deviations between the o~served and calculated energy 

levels and the deviations between two sets of calculated 

energy levelso The resultant vector is multiplied by the 
' ' ' I 

damping factor and its elem,en ts are added to the previous 

set of E 0 So 
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At this pointj the sum of the weighted squares of the 

differences between observed and calculated energy levels 

is compared to the same quantity from the previous cycleo 

If subtraction of the current value from the previous value 

produce~ a positive quantity which is ?reater than or e.qual 

to the previous value multiplied by 10=4 )) the cyclic pro-

cess continueso When either one of these conditions is 

violated 9 or when the maximum number 9f cycles has been 
I . 

completed, control is returned to the main programo 



The main program calculates and prints the Fk v~ues 

and calls the CHM/177 subroutine. This subprogram cal-

culates the intermediate coupling parameters and, using 

the final set of E's, generates the eriergy mat.rices and 

the final set of calqulated energy levels.. The final 

?utput is prepared and print~d and control is returned 

to the main program. Calculation of another cas~, if 

one is desired, is theµ begwi. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE INTERMEDIATE COUPLING PROBLEM 

Candler (30) states that the interaction between .an 

ion and an electron can be represented by the method of 

combination of four vectors, the or.bi tal vector of the ion, 

that of the electron, the spin vector of the ion, and that 

of the electrono, Four types of interactions between these 

vectors should be consideredo These are, the response of 

the spin of the ion to that of the electron, the behavior 

of the two orbital vectors with respect to one another, 

the interaction between a spin vector and its own orbital 

vector, and finally, the interaction between a spin vector 

and another orbital vectoro Of these four 9 usually only 

the first three are consideredo 

Let us now consider an ion (or atom) with a partially 

filled shello Each electron in the shell will have a spin 

vector, si, and an orbital vector, li 9 associated with ito 

The si have only two allowed values, ti, while the li 

values are dependent on the partially filled shell under 

considerationo If the spin vectors are added vectorially 

to form a resultant, S, and if the or'bi tal vectors are 

combined in the same fashion to form a resultant, L, then 

this method of combination is known as Russell-Saunders or 
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LS couplingo Land Sare combined vectorially to form 

another quantity, J, the total angular momentum vectoro 

Since the allowed values of si and li are determined, for 
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a particular shell, by the number of electrons in the shell, 

combining the electronic vectors in this fashion produces 

a set of S 1 L and J values which are characteristic of 

each configurationo 

For Russell-Saunders coupling, the interaction of the 

spins has the effect.of dividing the terms~ which are iden

tified by a particular Sand L valuep into groups, all the 

terms of which have the same S valueo The terms with the 

maximum possible S value for a configuration usually lie 

the lowesto For a set of terms. of the same S value, the 

maximum value of L will lie the lowesto This behavior is 

a result of the interaction of the. orbital vectorso Within 

a single term, the maximum value of .J lies the lowest for 

configurations in whiqh the shell is less than half full, 

and highest for shells.which are more than half fullo The 

interactions between the si i:md the li can also be con

sider~d as coulombic interactions, while the one between 

a single electron 1 s s and 1 values is magnetico 

For the lighter elements, particularly those on the 

left side of the periodic table~ the coulombic interactions 

are the predominant factors in the determination of the 

structure of the emission spectraa For these. ions in 

crystals 9 the absorption or emission spectra are d~ter

mined by a combination of coulombic and crystal field 



effectso The spin-orbit interaction for most free io~s 

in this class is seen as a splitting of the terms which 

is small in comparison to the energy difference between 

the termso Since one of the effects of the crystal field 

is a broadening of the free ion levels, the spin-orbit 

interaction is not observed for this family of ions in 

the solid state or in solutiono As atomic weight in

creases9 there is a generally increasing breakdown of 

Russell=Saunders coupling, startin~ firs~ with the higher 

terms of a spectrumo Even for an element as light as 

argon, the breakdown has progressed to such an extent 

that values of Sand L cannot be assigned to the observed 

levels ( 30) o 

Of course 1 the whole point of observing the spectra 
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of ions in the free state or in some condensed phase is to 

enable the researcher to develop a theory which will allow 

him to predict the position of levels in a new system which 

he wishes to studyo As far as calculations based on theory 

are concerned:1 the effect. of breakdown of Russell=Saunders 

coupling evidences itself in several different wayso One 

of these is that different levels of the same J=value are 

mixed, so that levels no longer retain their identityo An 

immediate effect of this is that selection rules for 

allowed transitions, which are.either theoretically pre= 

dieted or empirically found to hold for LS coupling 1 are 

apparently violated due to the levels having mixtures of 

terrµs for which the selection rules are valido The Lande 
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interval rule states that the splitting between two levels 

of a given term is proportional to the higher J-value of 

the two leve;ilso Thi:s rule is followed for LS coupling 9 

and has been quite useful in identification of the members 

of a term, but as deviations occur it becomes invalido 

The g-factor also behaves in a similar fashion, i.,eo the 

observed and calculated g-factors agree quite closely for 

spectra which are well represented by LS coupling, but as 

breakdown occurs, the g=factors may deviateo These and 

other inconsistencies which have been interpreted in terms 

of LS breakdown do not necessarily occur at the same timeo 

The observed g=factors may agree quite closely with cal

culated ones while the interval ratios are abnormal o No 

matter how abnormal a spectrum is, the J values for the 

configuration remain the same (30)o 

The absorption spectra for the common valences of the 

lanthanides and actinides are attributed to transitions 

within the 4f or 5f shello Since the f shell lies within 

the filled s and p shells, it is not so strongly influenced 

by environmental effects and the observed transitions are 

sharpo They are wea.k: 9 however, as transitions within the 

f shell are theoretically forbiddeno The observed levels 

of the lanthanides seem to obey LS coupling 1 if the spin

orbit para.meter Zeta is includedo The ground terms of the 

lanthanides obey this scheme the best, but J-mixing occurs 

in nearly all the higher termso LS breakdown increases 

rapidly until the f shell of the lanthanides is half full, 
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then it increases somewhat less rapidly (J)o This is due 

not only to the fact that the spin-orbit coupling parameter 

is increasing faster than the electrostatic parameters, but 

also because the number of states having the same J=value 

is increasing greatlyo This has the effect of increasing 

the "densityll of these levels, thus permitting the states 

to J-mix more readilyo 

When the actinides are considered, it is seen that LS 

coupling is a much less reasonable choice for the calcula-

tion of energy levelso The f shell of the actinides is 

less shielded from the environmento Evidence has been 

found (3) which seems to indicate that the 5f orbitals of 

UF
3 

in CaF2 overlap those of the fluoride ions in the lat

ticeo The spin-orbit coupling parameters of the actinides 

are about twice those of the isoelectronic lanthanides, 

while the electrostatic parameters are only two-thirds, so 

one would expect a much greater departure from LS couplingo 

Comparison of the 7F term of Sm I with that of Pu I shows 

that while the character of this term is 95% 7F for 

samarium, it is less than 50% for plutonium (3)o 

If LS coupling cannot be used to describe the observed 

energy levels of some of the lanthanides and most of the 

actinides, a choice must be made from other coupling 

schemeso Callahan 1 s analysis of the free-ion spectrum of 

Gd III (18) will serve to illustrate one type of study 

which can be performedo Some of the low-lying configura= 

tions of divalent gadolinium appear to be 4f75d, 4f76s, 
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and 4f76pe The f8 configuration is also low 9 but was not 

found in this referenceo The first three configurations 

suggest the type of coupling known as J 1jo In this scheme, 

the core electrons (the seven f electrons, in this case) are 

assumed to interact strongly with one another to form a 

total angular momentum, J 1 o This J value then couples with 

the angular momentum j of the non=equivalent electron, 

hence the name, J 1 j a Al though there are no restrictions 

on the kind of coupling assumed for the equivalent elec-

trons, LS coupling is.used in this case, mainly for sim-

plicitye The choice, in this case 1 is to be made between 

LS and J 1 j coupling, and an intermediate coupling calcula

tion yielded the result that the 4f75d configuration is 

close to LS coupling, while the 4f76p configuration is 

close to J 1 jo .An examination of the types of intermediate 

coupling calculations is now in ordero 

The basic problem~ as was previously stated 9 is to 

choose which coupling scheme best fits the observed dataa 

In order to accomplish this, a method of displaying the 

calculated energy levels, starting at one extreme and 

extending smoothly to the otherp is requireda When the 

observed levels are placed on the same scale, then the 

location at which the experimental and calculated levels 

agree most closely determines which coupling .scheme is 

more nearly followeda The method most commonly used is to 

display the energy levels on a graph as a function of some 

para.meter which indicates where the levels are locate·d with 
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respect to the two coupling schemesa Dieke (2) displays 

intermediate coupling diagrams for the 4f3, 4f11 , 4f4, and 
10 4f casesa For these graphs, the energy levels are 

plotted for several values of the parameter, Chi 9 where 

Chi= Zeta 
~ 

For a particular termp the appearance of the graph is as 

followsi a single point is present on the plot for Chi= 0 

(the case for true LS coupling) then as Zeta increases, the 

various J values which are characteristic of the term ap= 

pear as separate pointsj wh~ch may or may not have separa-

tions ·c.orresponding to the Lande interval rule, depe~ding 

on whether or not LS coupling is a good appro~imationo 

As was previously stated, the calculation is performed for 

as many values of Chi as are necessary 1 and the points 

corresponding to each J value are connected to form a 

smooth curveo 

For this type of diagram 1 the transition in the type 

of coupling is from LS to a type called jj~ where each s. 
' . . ' 1 

and li couples to form a j 11 and these in turn couple to 

form the respective J valueso It is assumed that Zeta be

comeip very large in comparison to F2 as jj couplin~ is 

appr-oached, so that for this type of diagram, it is physi= 

cally impossible to illustrate both extremes on the same 

grapho Also 9 it appears that the slope of some of the 

lines becomes ~uite steep as Zeta increases relative to 

F29 and this might cause difficulties in determining 
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whether or not an experimental level corresponds to one of 

. these lineso 

Judd (27) gives expressions for the ordinate and 

al:>scissa functions of a plot which removes many of the ob

jections to the intermediate coupling diagrams of Diekeo 

The first and probably most important modification is in 

the abscissao Instead of plotting the levels a~ a function 

of the ratio of Zeta to the electrostatic paramet~r 9 a new 

function:;, Zi is defined 9 where 

Zi Chi = 1 + Chi 

and Chi= K x Zeta/G where K is a constant and G is the elec= 

trostatic parametero In Judd 0 s example for the sd configu

ration9 the ordinate is obtained by solving the perturbation 

matrix for the eigenvalues, which are functions of Zeta and 

Go The function for the ordinate, Eta 9 is defined as 

E = Q 
Eta= 4 

( G2 + (K x Zeta) 2)"2 

where K = 5/2 11 and E. is the energy level o If the Zi func= 

tion is considered, first for LS coupling, where Zeta is 

small in comparison to G, Chi approaches zero, and so does 

Zio For jj coupling, where Zeta is very large in compari= 

son to G:;, then 5/2 ZeGta>>1 and Zi approaches oneo It is 

seen, therefore~ that the transition from pure LS coupling 

to pure jj coupling is accomplished as Zi varies from zero 

to oneo 



For this configuration~ the choice of the constants 

appears to arise from the functional form of the eigen= 
. 

values, in fact the expression for Eta seems to arise from 

the 'Same sourcea In addition to the property of the Zi 

function, Judd lists three other characteristics of this 

plota The difference between extreme Eta values is unity 

in the limit of G = 0 or Zeta= 0 o The center of gravity of 
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the, configuration lies on the line Eta= 0 ~ when each level 

has the weighting factor 2J + 1, for all values of Zia For 

any value of Zi~ the separations of the Eta values are pro= 

portional to the differences between the energy levelso 

Callahan ( 18) defines Chi as Chi = ~ and the ordi= 

nate as E/CG ( 1 + Chi 2 )"! 1 where C = 5 for the 4f 15d config

uration or C = 3 for the 4f 16p configuration a Recalling 

that the denominator of Judd 0 s expression for Eta is 

(G2 + (K Zeta) 2 )"i 9 if G2 is factored out of ·both terms in= 
2 2 .1. side the parentheses~ it becomes [G (1,+Chi) ] 2 or 

G ( 1 + Chi 2 yi ~ since Chi ""' K Zeta/Go It, is seen that the 

denominator of Callahan°s ordinate is very similar to the 

denominator of Judd 0 s Eta functiono The abscissa functions 
Chi are the samew that is~ l + Chi~ and so have the same 

limits~ zero for Zeta=O and. unity for G=Oa The only 

difference other than the numerator is that the G factor 

is an exchange parameter whose value is defined as being 

proportional to the separation between the highest levels 

of the :two multiplets present in each ponfigurationo 

Since the G value is fixed~ the Zeta parameter is varied 
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to obtain the best fit between the observed and calculated 

levelso The plots of the energy levels on the intermediate 

coupling diagrams indicate the previously mentioned resultso 

Varga and Asprey (31) use an ordinate function very 

similar to Judd 1 so The expression is 

Eta= 

F 2 is the first Slater integral and Zeta is the spin orbit 

coupling constant~ both in units of wavenumberso The fac= 

tor Oo06 enables the values of Eta to be in the same range 

for the limits of Zeta= 0 (LS coupling) and F 2 = 0 ( j j coup= 

ling)o This expression does not retain all of the charac= 

teristics of Judd 0 s Eta functiono That is, the center of 

gravity of the levels does not lie at Eta= 0 9 nor are the 

extreme levels one unit apart for Zeta= Oo This does not 

hamper the utility of this functiono 
Chi The abscissa is the same~ Zi = 1 + Chi~ ·but Chi is 

defined as Chi= 0006FZetao Using this expressiony the 
.2 2 

intermediate coupling diagram for the f configuration was 

plotted~ and values of the Fk and Zeta for identification 

of the levels of Nd(IV) in cs3NdF7 and in fluorinated borax 

were obtainedo 

For configurations with a greater number of electrons~ 

the general complexity of the problem increases~ due both 

to the greater number of levels which are possible and the 

difficulty of obtaining analytical expressions for the 



levels as a function of the ~lectrostatic parameter and 

the spin=orbit coupling p~rametero These seem to be re= 

quired if the techniques of either Judd or Dieke are to 

be followed rigorouslyo It seems, therefore, that an 

approach like that of Varga and Asprey is more applicable 
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to the configurations of more than two electronso Since 

the values of the highest and lowest levels are not re

stricted to a value of unity 9 this allows the levels to be 

spread out more~ which would be important in the r1 con= 

fig'1rations near the middle of the familyo 

So far, the discussion has assumed that the shell is 

half=full or lesso When n is greater than seven, for the 

Nielsen and Koster tapes to work properly 9 Zeta must be 

negativeo. This requires that Zi be redefined~ since the 

denominator goes to zero when Chi= =io Varga redefined 

Zi in the case of negative Zetas as Zi = =Chi/(1=Chi), 

where Chi is still Oo06 Zeta/F2o Note that for this ex= 

pression 9 if Chi is a negative quantity, then both the 

numerator and denominator are positive 9 and Zi is a posi= 

tive numbero Chi still goes from zero for LS coupling to 

very large for jj coupling 9 so the limits of the new Zi 

are zero and one as beforeo The value of Zeta as a func= 

tion of the number off electrons increases at a greater 

rate than that of F29 so a larger deviation from LS coup= 

ling is observed for the f(i 4=n) case than for the con= 

jugate fl' case o That is 9 the Zi value for the r 8 case 9 

Tb IV would be greater than Zi for the f 6 casej Eu IVo 
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For the LS coupling limit (Zi ""'0) v the Eta expression re= 

duces to 

Eta 

Since Eta is unitlessf the E values are probably a linear 

function of F2 v and the set of multiplet Etas will be the 

same for both the r 6 and f 8 configurations~ and independent 

of the F2 value used in the calculationa The same state= 

ment can probably be made for Wybourne 0 s diagrams~ but not 

for Dieke 0 sa 

If the Eta function of Varga and Asprey is considered 

for the jj limit (F2 ""'o) then the expression reduces to 

Eta""' E/Zetao If the energy values are adjusted by addi= 

tion of a constant so that the ground state equals zero, 

then the energy values ra.-nge from zero to 1n x Zeta in steps 

of 1 v where n""' ( the number of electrons for an f shell less 

than half full) 9 or n""' 14= ( the number of electrons in an 

f shell which is more than half full)a Therefore~ the con= 

jugate configurations fl and f 14=n will have the same set 

of Eta values in the jj coupling limita For the f 2 case 

the following results occur when the calculations are madeo 

For E""'OxZeta~ the J=values are 0~ 2~ and 4a For 

7 E = 2 x Zetaw the J=values with this energy are 1 ~ 2, 3, 4 ~ 

5, 60 For E = 7 x Zeta 9 the J=values with this energy are 

0~ 2, 4~ and 60 The energy matrix for the whole con= 

figuration is block=diagonalizedw with each 'block corres= 

ponding to one of the possible J values of the configuration, 



then each sub=matrix is solved for the set of eigenvalues 

for that particular Jo After this process is completed, 

the smallest eigenvalue is subtracted from all the others 

to yield the set of energy levels with the :ground state 

at zeroo 

Now consider the conjugate configuration, f 12o The 

same set of energies 1 0 Zeta~ 7/2 Zeta, and 7 Zeta, will 

occurw but since Zeta is negative for a shell which is 
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more than half fullj the lowest energy value is now =7 Zeta 

and it is this term which is subtracted from all otherso 

The effect is a rearrangement of the possible J=values for 

each energy levelo For the f 12 case 9 the following results 

would occuro For Eta= Oi the J=values would be O, 2 11 4, 

·and 60 For Eta= 7/2 9 the J=values stay the samej 1, 2, 3j 

4 11 5, 60 For Eta=7 11 the J=values would be 0 9 2!) and 4o 

Al though the possible J=values for the Eta= 7/2 level are 

the samei they will not necessarily arise from the same 

sourceo 

For the f 2 configuration~ the ground level is the 3H4 
level, and~ since the Eta= 0 value has one J = 4 associated 

with it, Varga and Asprey assign this level to that value 

for the jj limi to The J = 5 and ;r = 6 levels of this multi= 

plet are assigned to the Eta= 7/2 levelo The only other 

Eta value which can have a J = 6 is the Eta= 7 level 1 so 

the 1r6 term is assigned to thato For the conjugate f 12 

configuration 9 if the J .~ 6 level atising from 
1 

the 3H6 ,term, 

is assigned to the Eta~ 7 /2 l.evel as it was in the f 2 case, 
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then the 116 term must cross over it in order to reach the 

Eta= 0 level j the only other one to which a J = 6 level can 

be assignedo A theory by Hund (30) states that terms aris-

ing from the same configuration and having the same J do 

not cross as they approach the limi to Candler points out 

(po 297) some experimental evidence to the contrary and in= 

dicates that Hund restricted his statement to terms which 

showed no symmetry propertyo In factw Bund stated that'if 

such crossing occurred experimentally 9 it was evidence of a 

symmetry property of the systemo At any rate, it seems rea-

sonable to assign the level arising from the 3H 
6 level to 

the Eta~ 0 value 9 since the 3H 
6 level is the ground state 

for the LS coupling approximationo As a result of this, 

although the Eta= 7/2 level has a J = 6 value assigned to it 

f b th th f 2 d f 12 . f' t' . th f' t or o e an. · con 1gura ions, 1n e 1rs case 

it arises from the 3H6 level and in the second from the 
1 r6 termo 

For the higher configurations:, the problem becomes 

increasingly complex 9 and any aid in constructing a· coupling 

diagram 9 such as a table of J=values for each Eta is cer= 

tainly useful o Tables have been prepared for the f 6 and 

f 8 configurations and will be discussed further in a later 

sectiono When the configuration contains an odd number of 

electrons:, in the j j limit there are an even number of Eta 

levels~ so all of the allowed J=sets will be inverted a 



CHAPTER IV 

TECHNIQUES OF SOLID=STATE REDUCTION 

The study of naturally-occurring calcium fluoride has 

been of interest to researchers for more than a hundred 

years (6)p due in part to the wide variation in colors 

which may occur in a single sampleo The production of 

color in CaF2 by radiation or additive coloration, the 

process of making the crystal slightly non=stoichiometric 

by heating in ~he presence of calcium vaporp has also been 

known for quite some time o Al though met.hods of inducing 

color have been apparent for a long period of t~me, the 

interpretation of the mechanism is not yet completely re= 

solye,d, since small differences and impurities in the 

crystals can result in widely varying resultso This has 

resulted in a mass of papers in the literature with con= 

tradictory interpretations of the mechanism of colorationo 

All of the techniques of coloration are dependent on 

the presence or production of defects in the crystalo In 

each casep the defect traps an electron or hole 9 creating 

a color cente:r 9 which absorbs lighto The alkaline earth 

fluorides apparently have no color centers such as the 

alkali halides, in which the F center 9 or electron trapped 

at an anion vacancy, exists ( 32) o This reference showed 
r . . • 
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t~at most of the results of previously reported s_~udies of 

"purett CaF2 were inco7rectly interpreted because of the 

presence of yttrium in the crystalso The study reported 

that the presence of very low concentrations of Y(III) was 

enough to produce strong ??lorationo Only after the Y con

tent was reduced to less than one part per million was the 

absorption of the irradiated crystal decreased: to a low 

valueo The mechanism of coloration of calcium fluoride 

must then depend on the presence of impuritieso In order 

to understand the process by which this occurs, a dis

cussion of the crystal s~ructure and the effect of im:pu,ri

ties on the structure is in-ordero 
' I • )" 

5 CaF2 has a cubic ... structure of the typ!. Oh 1 with a 
•,' 

lattice parameter of 5o46 .Angstromso Each calcium ion is 

situated in .the cen,ter of a cube, with a fl uori.de ion at 

each of the eight cornerso Each fluoride is surro.unded by 

a tetrahedron of calcium, ions (3J) o The adjacent cube of 

fluoride ions does not contain a calcium ion, and this pro= 

vides a convenient site for interstitial ionso If an 

alioval~:m t cation, a cation with a charge different from 
i 

that of calcium, is substituted into the lattice at a 

calcium site, several types of- charge compensation can be 

postulatedo If the substituted cation has a single.posi

tive charge, the simplest type of-com~ensation is to 

associate the monovalent cation with a fluoride vacanyo 

For the trival~nt case, the simplest type.·. of compensation 

is the inclusion of an additional fluoride· ion at the 
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interstitial site to account for the extra positive chargeo 

A slightly more complex compensation mode available to the 

monovalent case is the association of two monovalent ions 

at calcium sites with a calcium intersti tialo The analo= 

gous case for trivalent ions is the association of two 

trivalent ions at calcium sites with a calcium ion vacancy 

(6)0 These are the simplest charge compensaion models, 

and do not complete the lista For example 1 the additional 

positive charge of a trivalent ion can be compensated by 

substitution of an oxide. ion for a fluoride in the lat

tice (34)o Fong (6) cited several studies which indicated 

that the predominant mode of char~e compensation for YF
3 

and LaF
3 

in alkaline earth fluorides is by interstitial 

fluorideso Also 9 a study is mentioned in which it was 

shown that the transference number of fluoride in CaF2 is 

essentially unity and that the conductivity of CaF2 at a 

given temperature was increased by the addition of YF
3 

to 

the matrixo 

The. association of a trivalent impurity with its 

charge compensator is somewhat dependent on the concentra= 

.. tion of the impuri tyo Al though it is energetically m.ore 

favorable to have the interstitial adjacent to the site of 

the trivalent ion, the difference in ener~y between this 

arrangement and one in which the interstitial is more dis

tantly located is probably small o At low concen.trations of 

the trivalent cation~ there are many sites available to 

the interstitial fluoride which are not close to a 



trivalent ion 1 but as the doping level increases 9 the 

fraction of cations which are not locally compensated be

. comes smallero It has been shown (11) that as the mole 

percentage of holmium in CaF2 changes from 2 x 10=3 to 
=1 308 x 10 P the percentage of total holmium reduced by 

gamma-irradiation goes from slightly less than 20 percent 

down to about three percento Another study (35) showed 

that the divalent ions in the cFystal were found at cubic 
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siteso A trivalent ion which is compensated by an adjacent 

interstitial fluoride would have a different site symmetryo 

A study of Gd(III) in CaF2 (36) reported the existence of 

at least eight different types of sites, depending on the 

method of the charge compensation of the trivalent iono 

The .results of these and other studies indicate that only 

those trivalent ions which are situated at cubic sites 

are capable of being reduced by ionizing radiationo If a 

trivalent ion is not locally compensated, the excess posi-

tive charge of the cation behaves as an efficient trap 

for electrons which have been freed by the ionizing radia= 

tiono However, since the non=locally=compensated ions 

comprise a small fraction of the total, this is an 

inefficient processo 

Two other processes occur whereby the reduction of 

trivalent impurities can be achievedo Both of these 

methods appear to operate by the same mechanismo As was 

previously stated, the trivalent cations which are not 

locally compensated can act as electron traps~ 'but tp.e 



fraction of ions with this property is small in normal 

crystal so If the compensating interstitial fluorides can 

be removed by some process, then the reducible fraction· 

becomes much greatero 
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The first of these two processes is additive reduction, 

in which the doped crystal is exposed at high temperatures 

to vapors of tne metal which makes up the cation of the 

latticeo A study (37) of Cd.F2 , which has the same struc

ture as CaF2 (38) 9 showed 9 by exposure of a doped crystal 

to the vapors of Cd109
9 that a new layer of CdF2 is de

posited on the surface of the crystal during additive 

colorationo The crystal was reduced with radioactive 

cadmium at 500 Co 9 counted to determine its activity 1 

then etched with a mixture of HC1 9 HF, and H20o After 

the surface was re~oved by the etchant, the count rate 

was redetermined and found to be negligibleo It was also 

shown that an undoped crystal was not colored by the pro-

cess of additive reductiono In this studyv it was postu

lated that the interstitial charge compensators migrated 

to the surface of the crystal to react with the cadmiumo 

At the same time, the electrons freed by oxi.dation of the 

cadmium penetrated the crystal and wer~ capt~red by the 

dopanto 

The second method involves the rewoval of the inter

stitial fluoride by migration through t~e crystal under 

the influence of an electrical fieldo The first study (39) 

showed that by application of a DC pot~ntial of 10 volt~ 
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across a 2 x 104 ohm current=limi ting resistor and the 

crystal 9 reduction of about two=thirds of the samarium 

present in the crystal was achieved in fifteen hourso The 

crystal was clamped between graphite contacts in an inert 

atmosphere during the reduction process at 700° Co It 

was also stated that the rate of reduction 1 as estimated 

by the movement of induced color through the crystal, was 

proportional to the amount of current passedo 

There are two basic differences between the crystals 

which are colored by radiation and those colored by elec

trolysis or treatment with metal vaporo The radiation

colored crystals are unstable with respect to heat and 

light (34)o Also, the fraction of trivalent ions which 

can be reduced by radiation is limited 9 but if the charge 

compensators can be removed, all of the trivalent ions which 

are compensated by interstitial fluorides can be reducedo 

This is possible because, as was mentioned earlier, the 

fluoride ion is the dominant charge carrier in the latticeo 

A good comparison of the two basic processes can be found 

in (6)0 Bleaching of the radiation=reduced crystals is 

accompanied by fluorescence which is characteristic of 

the trivalent ion at a cubic site (9) when the crystal is 

irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperatures and slowly 

warmed to room temperatureo In this study it is postulated 

that the thermo=luminescent peaks~ or fluorescence which 

is observed as a function of temperature~ are characteris~ 

tic of different types of hole traps which are activated ·by 
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the increase in temperatureo As the hole is freed, it 

migrates through the crystal until it encounters an elec

tron trapped at a trivalent iono Recom·bination of the hole 

and electron leave the trivalent ion in an .excited state 

and the fluorescence is emitted during relaxation to the 

ground state o If oxygen is present in the crystal, bleach-

ing by light appears to proceed in a slightly different 

fashion (34) o This study postulates the existence of an 

electron trap consisting of a dysprosium ion which is com-

pensated by an oxide ion at a fluoride siteo It is stated 

that this arrangement is a slightly less efficient trap 

than the uncompensated Dy(III) iono When the extra elec

tronp which has been captured by the uncompensated ion, 

is freed, it is recaptured by the so=called RO centero 

This center has an absorption band slightly above 
=1 20000 cm and the absorption at this energy is seen to 

increase slightly after bleaching has startedo An equili

brium is established between the two sites~ and both are 

gradually bleached after several hourso These and other 

studies have done much to clarify the mechanism of reduc= 

tion, but other questions have been raised which will 

~equire further studyo 



CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Instrumentation 

The absorption measurements were made on a Cary 14 

uv-visible 9 near=IR spectrophotometero Spectra taken with 

this instrument were at both liquid nitrogen and room tem

peratureo The infrared spectra were made on a Beckman 

IR-7, usually at room temperatureo Two types of beam con

densers were used in the infrared measurements, since the 

samples were smallo The first was a double=lens type and 

the other was a four=mirror typeo The latter was used for 

most of the spectra~ since the former introduced some 

spurious absorption bands into the spectrao A Farrand 

single=beam dual monochromator spectrofluorometer with a 

Hanovia 150=watt xenon arc lamp was used for the fluores= 

cence studiesa This instrument has manually interchange

able slits ranging from 20 nanometer band width down to 

one nanometera The output from the 1P28 photomultiplier 

was amplified by a RCA microammeter type WV=84C 9 whose 

output was placed across a set of variable resistorsa The 

potential drop across this load was measured by a Texas 

Instrument (model PWS) recorder 9 which drove the scanning 

mechanism.of the spectrofluorometero The spectral range 

42 
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of the instrument was 220 to 700 nanometers for both mono-

chromators, and the detection monochromator was also re-

placed by one loaned by the Farrand Coo with a range of 

700 to 1400 nanometerso A photomultiplier tube with an 

S-1 surface was also loaned for detect.ion in this regiono 

A polystyrene jacket was made for the IR=sensitive photo

multiplier tube since it had to be cooled with powder~d 

dry ice to reduce .Kthe noise level o Stanley 9 et o al o ( 40) 

found that for the uv=visible configuration of this same 
' ' ' 

-6 I instrument, 1 x 10 micrograms ml of quinine sulfate in 

Oo1 N H2so4 was easily detectableo All samples were 

mounted on a cold finger by tying a fine copper wire across 

the face of the crystalo Thermal contact was enhanced by 

wetting the lower surface of the cry~tal. with. Fluoroluoe 

(grade 230P Hooker Chemo Coo)o Fluorescence spectra of the 

crystal.s 9 before and after electrolytic reduction, 1 were 

obtained at liquid nitrogen temperatureo No fluorescence 
' 

studies were performed on crystals reduced by gamma radia-

tion 1 since aft~r the absorption spectra were obtained, 

the crystals were al.most completely bleache.do 

Electrolytic Reduction 

For electrolysis of the crystals 1 a Hevi=duty type 70P 
} ' 

115 voltp clam=shell tube furnace was used to heat the 

crystals to the 600 to 700~C temperature range required for 

the electrolysiso The terriperature was manually controlled 
!· 

by two Vari~cs connected to the two heating elements of the 
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furnacee The temperature was monitored by means of a 

chromel-alumel thermocouple attached to either a poten~ 

tiometer or a Hoskins thermo=electric pyrometer 7 type HAo 

The reaction chamber was a 25 mm Oodo Vycor tube with a 

female standard taper joint on each enda The male fitting 

on one end contains the inlet for argon and the other fit

ting had openings for electrical contacts and a thermo= 

couple well which extended to the center of th.e tube a 

A stainless steel framework 4 cm x 1 o 5 em x 1 cm with a 

rectangular hole 2a 5 x lo 2 cm in it held th.e CaF 2 crystals 

in the furnace o A hole was drilled along the long axis 

at each end of the frameo One hole was five mm in diameter 

and was used for mechanically clamping the crystal in the 

framework and for electrical contact with.one end of the 

crystala The other was two mm in diameter and was used for 

electrical contact with the frameo Threaded holes for 

Allen screws were drilled perpendicular to each of the 

axial holes to hold the devices in them in placea 

Several configurations of clamping and electrical con

tact were tried during the course of this studyo The 

greatest single pro·blem encountered here was thermal ex= 

pansion of the frameworka This caused partial or complete 

loss .of electrical. contact and, in extreme cases 1 the 

crystal fell out of the frameo The first configuration 

tried consisted of an alumina tube through the larger 

axial hole and a stainless steel wire with a tungsten tip 

within the tube a A loop was bent in the stainless steel 
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wire to compensate for the thermal expansion of the frameo 

This functioned as the cathodeo The anode consisted of a 

platinum foil on the steel frameo This configuration com-

pensated adequately for the. expansion of the frame, but 

did not have lateral stabilityo In addition 1 the tungsten 

tip split some of the crystalso A more stable configuration 

consisted of a graphite rod through th~ larger hole in the 

frame for one electrode 1 and another graphite electrode 
\ 

electrically isolated from the frameo To compensate for 

expansion of the framew a spring of mol;y-bdenum or niobium 

foil was used to support the insulated electrode~ and 

another wire in an alumina tube provided its electrical 

.contacto 

Since calcium f:Luoride.reacts with water vapor at 

high temperatures 9 all of the crystals were reduced in an 

atmosphere of argono The argon was passed through a bed 

of copper turnings at 400°c to remove oxygen!) and a drying 

column of anhydrous magnesium perchlorate to remove watero 

The gas train was composed of glass except for Tygon con= 

nectors at ~he jointso 

The DC voltage source was a Heathkit EUW=17 transis-

torized power supply 9 and a series cirquit consisting of 
,. 

the crystal to be reduced, a microammeter 9 a 10000 ohm 

current=Lj.mi ting resistor 9 and the power,. supply was used 

for all the reductions., The framework conta.ining the 

crystal was placed in the Vycor tube w swept with argon for 

a few minutes, and the teimperature was slowly increase do 



At about 400=450°cj the first sign of current flow was 

usually detecteda The current generally increased with 

increasing temperaturew but if the potential drop across 

the crystal was less than four or five volts, no current 

would flowa The minimum voltage was dependent upon the 

size of the crystal.a Metal.liq dendritesj presumably cal= 
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cium 9 always appeared either withih the crystal or on the 

surface, and no .combination of temperature or applied volt

age was ever found for which reduction occurred and den

dritic formation did. nota The volume of the crystal in 

which reduction appeared to .occur (as evidenced by a change 

in the color of the crystal) was e;enerally confined to with

in one or two millimeters of the dendritic deposita The 

induced color was not evenly distributed, and became 

darker as the deposit was approacheda 

Reduction by Irradiation 

A Gammacell 200 (Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltdo) co60 

source was used for radiation reduction of the crystalsa 

The absorption spectra from the ul tra=violet cut=off to 

the infrared cut=off of the crystals were determined prior 

to irradiationa The crystals were then wrapped in aluminum 

foil to shut out light and for identification of each crys

tal o The crystals were placed in a small beaker and ex= 

posed to gamma radiation for 707 minutesa At the position 

occupied by the samples within the irradiation chamber, 

the dosage ra,te was calculated to be 2870 rad/min, and the 



total ·dose was slightly more than 2 x 106 rads a After 

irradiation, the crystals v still in their foil wrappings, 

were stored under liquid nitrogen until the.absorption 

spectra were obtained" 

Absorption and Fluorescence EquipIIJ.en t 
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An all=glass 9 demountable Dewar vessel was constructed 

for the purpose of making absorption and fluorescence mea

surements" The inner wall of the vessel was constructed of 

five cm Oodo Pyrex tubingp which was necked down at the 

bottom to fit a three=eighths inch Kovar=to=glass sealo At 

the topp the inner wall was inserted throughj and sealed to, 

the female part of a 71/60 standard taper jointo The outer 

wall was made from seven cm Oodo tubingi and the top was 

sealed directly to the male part of the standard taper fit

tingo A high=vacuum stopcock was attached to the outer 

wall to permit the assembled vessel to be evacuatedo The 

bottom part of the outer wall was necked down and fitted 

with three windows, of which two were collinear 9 and the 

.third was set perpendicular to the other twoc The three 

windows were 3/4 inch diameter quartz flats 9 which were 

sealed to the body of the vessel with Glyptalo A brass 

fitting was machined to fit outside the Kovar=to=glass seal 

at the bottom of the inner vessel, so that contraction 

during cooling would not pull the brass away from the 

Kovar tube o A 13 x 13 x 2 mm brass square with a six mm 

hole in its center composed the lower part of the cold 
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finger 9 and the vessel was constructed so that the hole in 

the square was centered in the collinear windows for trans

mission studieso The square was set about a millimeter off 

the axis of rotation of the inner tube, so that by rotating 

it by about 45 degrees, excitation light could impinge on 

the sample through one of the collinear windows 9 and fluo

rescence from the sample could be observed through the 

perpendicular windowa The overall length of the assem"bled 

vessel was 45 centimetersj and it held about half a liter 

of liquid nitrogena The outside dimension of the collinear 

windows was 5o5 cmj and the width~ measured from the front 

of the perpendicular window to the rearmost projection was 

four centimeterso The outer wall of the vessel was wrapped 

with black plastic tape 9 both to reduce stray light 9 and to 

retain fragments in case of implosiona The lower part was 

painted with flat black laquer to reduce stray lighta 

After the vessel was assembled 9 it was found that the 

boiloff time of one filling of liquid nitrogen could be 

doubled by wrapping the inner wall with aluminum foilj 

since the vessel could not be silvereda This permitted one 

filling to last at least three hours when the vessel was 

evacuated with a mechanical pumpa Although condensation 

would form on the upper portion of the vesselj none was 

ever observed on the windows~ even on the most humid dayso 

For transmission studies, a 17a3 x15a8 cm aluminum 

plate 9 i in thick with a 7a5 cm diameter hole in it, was 

substituted for the cover of the sample compartment of the 
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Cary 140 Since the hole in the plate was slightly larger 

than the Dewar vessel, the vessel could be moved in either 

the x or y direction., For positioning in the z direction, 

a Phenolic clamp was fastened around the outside of the 

vesselj so that the lower part of the clamp was 805 cm 

above the center of the 6 mm hole in the cold finger 9 which 

centered it in the light path of the Cary 140 The clamp 

was wide enough to completely.cover the hole in the alumi

num plate 1 so the sample compartment was light=tight for 

all positions of the Dewaro 

The samples were fastened over the 6 mm hole in the 

brass plate" Since they did not always completely cover 

the hole, copper foil with a hole in it conforming to the 

shape of the sample was wrapped o.ver the brass plate to 

insure that all the light reaching the detector passed 

through the crystala The samples were tied to the plate= 

foil arrangement with fine copper wire and thermal contact 

was enhanced with Fluorolube oil 9 in much the same fashion 

as for the fluorescence studies.a If the crystal to be 

studied was riot too large, thEl Fluorolube alone was found 

to be sufficient to hold the sample in place, provicied the 

Dewar could be maintained in a s.emi=horizon tal position un

til the sample cooled down enough for the Fl~orolube to 

thicken., 

The combination of the four surfaces of the quartz 

flats. 1 the 6 mm hole in the cold finger ( the size .of the 

light beam in the Cary 14 is ab.out one cm) 9 and the low 
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transmittance of the reduced samples produced large absor= 

bance readings on the Cary 140 To alleviate this, a set of 
I 

six mask.s for the, reference beam were made from copper foil o 

Using these masks, the apparent absorbance of the sample 

could be reduced from Oo45 to 108 absorbance uni ts 11 depend-

ing on which mask was usedo The masks consisted of a piece 

of foil 1 x 5 cm~ with rectangular holes~ whose length was 

0 o 5 cm and perpendicular to the long dimension of the 

stripe The width of the hole determined the absorbance of 

the strip o All the holes were centered 1 o 3 cm above the 

bottom end of the stripo The masks did not affec.t the 

flatness of the baseline except for a small region near 

350 nanometers and at the maximum wave lengthso Of course, 

th~ masks widened the slits of the monochromator~ but not 

to an unreasonable degree~ and they permitted the absorp= 

tion spectra of many samples to be determined without 

cleaving or grinding dovvn and repolishing the crystalso 

Materials 

CaF2 single crystal chips were obtained from Semi= 

elements~ Inca (Saxonburg 9 Pao)o The nominal con9entration 

of crystals doped with Prw Gd, Ho and Er was Oo 1 mole 
,.; 

percen to The same value for the Ce=doped crystal was 

Oo25 mole percento The crystals were grown from the anhy= 

drous rare earth fluorides and calcium fluoride by the 

Bridgeman technique under vacuum (41)o 



CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra 

The absorption spectra of samples were determined both 

before and after reduction by both techniqueso The fluo-. 

rescence spectra of the samples which were electrolytically 

reduced were determined in the same fashiona The radiation-

reduced samples bleached out so rapidly during the deter

mination of their absorption spectra that no attempt was 

made to 6btain fluorescence spectra~ so any time fluores= 

cence is discussedp it will be on either the oxidized form 

of the lanthanide 9 or an electrolytically reduced sample o 

Cerium 

The cerium=containing samples were tannish=brown in 

color 1 very brittle and difficult to cleave without shat= 

tering the crystals, and appeared to contain some sort of 

inclusions when examined under a microscopeo The crystals 

were unstable to heat _and crumbled if subjected to much 
·. 0 pressureo .Alsop when a crystal was heated to 400=500 C in 

argon and then returned to room temperature 9 the appearance 

was changed drasticallya After heating~ the crystals were 
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gray in color 9 and microscopic examination showed the pre= 

sence of black particles similar to the previously men-

tioned inclusions 9 only much larger in sizeo Electrolysis 

attempts were generally unsuccessful. 9 due either to shat= 

tering of the crystal or loss of electrical contacto One 

sample appeared to conduct current for awhile 9 but no 

change in color of the crystal was o·bserved 9 other than that 

due to heatingo The unreduced crystals displayed a grad= 

ually increasing absorption in the visible region~ probably 

due mainly to scattering, but low peaks at 17000 9 19500:; 

22000)) 25800 and. 27400 wavenumbers were o·bservedo In the 

ultraviolet region a very intense peak, centered at about 

31000 wavenumbers was observed 9 the maximum of which could 

only be observed. on the .thinnest sampleso The transition 

from the ground state of the f 1 confi~uration to the 7F7; 2 
level at about 2200 waventimbers was not observed in 

absorptiono 
=1 A peak centered at about 32440 cm was observed in 

praseodymium sampleso The total width of the peak was 

about 1200 cm= 1
9 and it was rather broad with indications 

of several weak shoulders on i to The lowest portion of the 

peak contained a very sharp and prominent shoulder at 
=1 31950 cm 9 and there was the indication of at least three 

weak shoulders between it and the central peako On the 

high=energy side of the central peak-9 there were indica= 

tions of at least three more weak shoulderso The interval 
=1 between the strong peaks was 490 cm and the intervals 
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between :the two shoulders and the central peak were about 
~1 

80 and 90 cm o The locations of, the high=energy shoulders 

were difficult to determine~ but the intervals seemed to 

range from 150 to 170 cm= 1 o The weakest shoulder on the 

low=energy side had an interval between it and the sharp 

peak of about 180 cm= 1o 

It has been reported (25) that the first f=d transi
=1 tion of trivalent cerium in CaF2 occurs at 32400 cm and 

exhibits vjJ:ironic structure o . Two types of structure occur; 

a major i?terval of 460 cm= 1 and a minor interval of 150-
~1 

180 cm a The major peaks were reported to occur at 31940, 
=1 32400 9 and 32860 cm o The correspondence in energy bet= 

ween the first two of these peaks and the peaks observed in 

the praseodymium crystals~ as well as the intervals of the 

shoulders~ is so strong that it must be concluded cerium 

in the trivalent state occurred in very low concentrations 

as an impurity in the praseodymium crystalso 

very 

19900 

22000 

The irradiated cerium=containing crystal exhibited a 

intense, broad absorption band with the maximum at 
=1 cm and shoulders at 10300y 12300~ 15700, and 
=1 cm o There was no evidence of absorption below the 

first shoulder mentioned 9 in agreement with previously 

reported .spectra (8)0 No fluorescence was observed for 

the crystals$/ either before or after reductiono 

While the presence of the strong band at 32000 wave-

numbers indicated that there was some trivalent cerium 

present in the crystals 9 the absorption bands present in 



the visible would seem to indicate the presence of either 

cerium in some other form, such as Ce02 , which is reddish 9 

or so~e other undetected impurityo Studies of trivalent 

cerium in CaF2 (25, 42) make no mention of any absorption 

bands in the visible regiono 

Praseodymium 
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In the absorption spectra 9 all of the predicted levels 
. =1 1 

of trivalent praseodymium above 4000 cm , except the S
0 

level, were observed during examination of the samples 

prior to reductiona Omitting the 1s
0 

and the 3H5 levels 

from the list, the remaining 11 levels were least=squares 

fit with six parameters with a root=mean=square deviation 
=1 found to be 306a0 cm and of 61a7 wavenumberso F2 was 

=1 Zeta was 750a9 cm , compared to 30504 cm= 1 and 730 cm~ 1 

from reference 310 Fluorescence from the 3p multiplet and 
1 the D2 level to the ground state was observed during exam= 

ination. of the samples by this me.thoda No impurities other 

than the Ce(III) were detecteda 

The reduced samples agreed with previously published 

spectra (8), with bands at 4000, 8600 and a low, wide band 
=1 centered at 15000 cm o In the,visible region, more in= 

=1 tense bands were observed at 20000p 22300 and 25500 cm o 

It is interesting to note the correlation between these 

three bands in the visible and the three central bands 

mentioned in the section on trival.ent ceriumo While it is 

difficult to draw any conclusions a·bout impu::ri ties from 
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such limited information, it is within the realm of possi= 

bility that the cerium crystals were contaminated with 

praseodymium, thus accounting for the coloration of the 

cerium-containing crystals in the visi.ble regiono No 

fluorescence was observed in the reduced samples which 

could not be attributed to that from the trivalent ionso 

Gadolinium 

The absorption spectra of the gadolinium-containing 

unreduced crystals exhibited no absorption except for the 

weak lines due to the 6P multipleto Tfis was also seen in 

fluorescenceo In addition to this fluorescence transition, 
=1 ' 

one other was observed at about 15900 .cm and was believed 

to be due to trivalent europiumw probably the 5n
0
~7F2 

transitiono 

When the samples were electrolytically reducedp the 

initial color of the reduced region was a reddish=blueo 

After a few daysy the edges of the colored region appeared 

to be pink~ but after the color finally stabilized to 

blue=green 9 no evidence of the initial red color was seeno 

The only obvious change in the absorption spectra during 

this period was an enhancement of a band at 25500 cm=1 and 
=1 a shift of the 17300 cm peak to about 180000 All these 

bands were at least 3000 wavenumbers wide~ and it was not 

always possible to position the sample in the light path of 

the Cary 14 at the same place 9 so it was difficult to tell 

if the observed shifts were due to a change in the spectra, 



or merely due to an examination of a different region of 

the crystalo After the color of the reduced crystal had 

stabilized 9 the observed spectrum agreed with the published 

one (8) 9 with peaks at 18000, 25500 9 and 31000 cm= 1
9 but an 

additional one at 35800 cm= 1
a 

The radiation=reduced crystal had a color similar to 

that of the electrolytically reduced crystal immediately 

after reductiono That is 9 it was a bluish=purple color~ 

and the positions of the absorption bands differed only 
=1 slightly~ being found at 18400 9 25000 9 and 31000 cm o 

The band with a maximum at 18400 was more intense than the 
=1 other two~ and had a shoulder at 17500 cm o There was 

-1 also a very weak indication of a band centered at 12000 cm o 

No changes in the apparent color of this crystal during the 

absorption measurements were observed 9 but after being 

stored in a tape=wrapped desiccator for about three months, 

it was unwrapped from aluminum foil 9 it was found to have 

changed to a light green colorw similar to that of praseo= 

dymium in boraxo While the crystal was being mounted in 

the cold finger~ the color changed back to the original 

bluish=purpleo The change must have been due to the in= 

fluence of the fluorescent lights in the laboratoryo No 

explanation for this behavior can be giveno 

The fluorescence of the electrolytically reduced 

crystal was first incorrectly thought to be at about 1o3 

micrometers 9 or 7100 wavenumbers, but this could not be 

explained in terms of either the r 8 configuration or the 
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f7d configurationf because of the absence of levels in this 

region which might fluorescea It was then recalled that the 

monochromators used in the spectrofluorometer yielded strong 

second order radiationj so a search was made at half the 

apparent wave length and a weak peak at 665 nanometers, or 

15000 ~avenumbers was observeda 

Since the presence of impurities in the crystals had 

already been observedw a study of the literature was made 

to determine if this level could be ascribed to either 

europium or terbiumo The fluorescence of europium usually 

occurs from either the 5D or 5D levels. and laser emis-
0 1 • 

sion has been observed ( 4) for the 5n0~
7 F 2 transition in 

=1 the region of 16300 cm wand this transition is apparently 

a strong one in a number of host lattices and compoundso 

The cubic crystal field analysis for trivalent terbium in 

CaF2 has been reported (2.6) 9 and the fluorescence from the 

5n4 level to the 7F
5 

level of the ground multiplet should 
=1 occur in the region of 18400 cm o The absorption and 

fluorescence spectra of Sm(II) in CaF2 have been reported 

( ) 

. = 1 
24 ~ and the highest energy line appears at 14497 cm o 

. =1 
The most intense line appears at 14114 cm 1 or about 708 

nanometersa The error in calibration of the detection 

monochromator was probably no more than four nanometers 9 
.,. 

so it is unlikely that the observed line is due to samarium .. 

It has been reported (2) that divalent samarium is a per= 

sistent impurity in some crystal.Sp and is detectable in 

very highly purified saltso 
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While the presence of other unidentified impurities as 

the source of the fluorescence could not be ruled out~ the 

assumption was made that the fluorescence was due to a 

transition from the 5D level of the 8 configur~tion to 
4 

f 

either the J=4 or J = 5 level of the grO\Ulq state 7F mul~ 

tipleto The calculations based on this assump_tion will be 

described in a later sectiono 

Holmium 

The holmium=containing 9!".ystals were examined in 

absorption priqr t9 reduction 11 and it seemed that they con= 

tained less of the dopant than some of the other crystals, 
i . 

since the observed f=f transitions were weaker than in 

other crystalso After electrolytic reduction~ the crystals 

were re=examined 9 and the observed spectra corresponded to 

those previously published (35)w with bands centered at 
=1 about 11000j 14600p and 19300 cm o They were 1 however 9 

much weakero 

One of the crystals which had been partially electroly= 

tically reduced was included with the batch of crystals 

which were irradiatedo The crystal was darkened at the 

cathode endv where the metallic dendrites were 1 but at 

the other end of the crystalw which had been the anode 

durin% the electrolysis 9 no coloration was observedo As 

was previously statedw the trivalent ions 9 at the site 

occupied by a divale:nt ion in the lattice~ act as electron 

traps unless the excess positive charge is compensated for 
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by a nearby interstitial aniono When a potential is 

applied across the crystal~ the interstitial anions migrate 

toward the anode~ creating more uncompensated trivalent 

ions at the cathode end~ and reducing the number of un= 

compensated trivalent ions at the anode end of the crystalo 

Since there were fewer uncompensated lanthanide ions at the 
·., 

anode end~ the amount of coloration induced by the radia= 

tion at that end was lowero 

In addition to the previously reported p~aks w others 
. =1 

at 22500~ 27800w 32000~ 39500 and 43000 cm were observedo 

The first of these is also reported in reference eighto 

The fact that the crystals used in this study were so 

dilute in holmium accounts for the additional lines 1 since 

the other reports indicated that the absorbance became too 
=1 high to measure at about 25=27000 cm o No fluorescence 

lines were observed in the reduced crystals which could not 

be accounted for by that of the trivalent iono 

Erbium 

When a section of the erbium=containing crystal was 

electrolytically reduced~ for two or three days after the 

process was completed 9 the only color change observed was 

a reddish=orange color in the region near the metallic den= 

drites, similar to that observed in most of the crystals 

containing other lantha.nideso After this period 9 a green= 

ish region appearedw which ex;tended one or two millimeters 

beyond the orange areao This region reproduced the 



previously reported (8) pea.ks at 10400, 16500 1 20200v and 
=1 25800 cm a In addition to these~ the irradiated sample 

exhibited absorption peaks at 29200 and 32600 cm= 1a No 

fluorescence not attributable to the trivalent ion was 

observed a 

,. Free=ion Levels from Spectroscopic Data 
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Sugar (14) published an extension on the line list of 

divalent ceritlfilo In this paper~ ten of the 13 possible 

lines of the f 2 configuration were identified, the only 

omissions being the 3p multipleta The first two columns of 

Table I give the experimental values and Russell=Saunders 

labels from ( 14) o ' The third column gives the deviation of 

the calculated values from the observed levelsa The 

fourth column gives the final values of the Racah para= 

meters and the root=mean=square deviatioho On initial runs 

of the programt the experimental values for the 1s0 and 
1r 6 levels were included in the data set 9 but they degraded 

the fit to the lower levels 9 so they were omitted in the 

final calculationa This effect was also noted in calcula= 

tions performed on Pr(III)~ where the program ~onsistently 
1 · 3 placed the r 6 level below the P1 level~ whereas studies 

for several crystals systems have shown it to be. above ( 2) o 

The val.ues of F 2 and Zeta of this configuration are 2350 35 

and 5440259 respectivelyo 
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TABLE I 

Ce III CALCULATION 

LS Name J Eobs · Ecalc-Eohs 

3H 4 o.oo o.o EO = 5034~90 

5 1526.36 1.10 E1 = 348t.1J 

6 3127.05 - 2.13 E2 = 17.13 .. 
3F 2 3762.71 -11. 77 E3 359.47 

3 4764.76 - 1.99 Zeta= 544.25 

4 5006.06 6.66 RMS = 8.52 

1G 4: 7120.00 -10.43 

1D 2 12835.70 0.12 

11 6 17420.60 

1s 0 32838.62 
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Praseodymium III (f3) 

The spectroscopic data on th.is configuration were ob= 

tained by Sugar (43) and analyzed by Trees (15)o In these 

papers, 38 out of 41 possible levels of the f3 configura= 

tion were identified by the authorso Using these values 

for the energy levels, a number of combinations of the var~ 

iable parameters and sets of the energy l~vels were put 

into the programo As it was originally written~ it could 

only accept 20 energy levelst so some.of the lowest levels 

for each J=val.ue except J = 17/2 were used in the computa= 

tiono The three lowest levels for the J ""3/2v 5/2~ 7/2, 

9/2, and 11/2; the two levels given for J = 1/2 and two of 

the three levels for J"" 13/2; and one of three levels for 

J = 15/2 were fitted with four parameters and yielded a rms 
=1 deviation of 236 cm o With six parameters the deviation 

=1 was reduced to 192 cm o The proper arrays in the program 

were then redimensioned to allow for up to 40 levels 9 and 

several runs were made with either 38 or 37 levels and six 

variable parameterso After three trials~ the rms deviation 

was still decreasing~ but so slowly that no further calcu= 

lations were performed a The final result was an F2 of 
. =1 =1 

28006 cm and a Zeta of 664a9 cm a 

Holmium III (f11 ) 

A list of six lines identified as belonging to the f 11 

configuration of divalent holmium has been published ( 17) o 
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These included the 4r multiplet including the ground state 

of J = 15/2, the 4F 912 level 9 and the 2H11; 12 level o Al= 

though these were only a few of the 41 possible levelsj the 

calculation was performed to obtain values of F2 and Zeta 

for Figures 1 and 2 and to compare with those given in 

another paper (35) for Ho(II) in CaF2 o F2 and Zeta values 

of 395 cm= 1 and =2008 cm= 1 j respectively 9 were obtained 

compared to about 400 cm=1 and =1982 cm=1 from the second 

reference a 

Additional Information 

In the section in Dieke 0 s book (2) on divalent rare 

earths in crystals 9 a diagram of levels attributed to 

Sm(II) in Lac1 3 was shown 9 along with the same levels of 

trivalent europium (f6 ) calculated with F2 and Zeta reduced 

by 20% and 22a2%j respectivelyo Using the values for 

Eu(III) from page 651 the reduced values for F2 and Zeta 

321 =1 and 
=1 respectivelyo The values were cm 1027 cm ~ 

Zeta for Tm III (f13) and La III (f1) can be found in 

references 8 and 1Jo All these values are compiled in 

graphic form in Figures 1 and 2~ along with the corres= 

ponding values for the trivalent ionso 

Divalent Gadolinium 

of 

The absorption spectrum of divalent gadolinium ob= 

served in this study, for both the gamma=reduced and the 

electrolytically reduced crystals, agreed with the 
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published spectra (8)0 The fluorescence spectrum of the 

electrolytically reduced crystals v howeverv exhibited a 
=1 very weak fluorescence centered at about 15000 cm o This 

did not appear to be due to any impurity, so under the 

assumption that it was due to a transition from the 5n4 
level to the 7F4 or 7F5 level 9 values of F 2 and Zeta were 

sought to reproduce the energy difference between the. 5n
4 

level and the average of the 7F4 and 7F5 levelso Figure 2 

had been plotted for the trivalent ions and the Zeta values 

for the divalent ions seemed to parallel the two halves of 

the trivalent part of the figureo Therefore~ a straight 

line was constructed through the Zeta values from one to 

six electrons, and this line was extended to intersect with 

the f 6 line of the ordinateo By fixing the start of the 

second half of the divalent figure at this point, another 

straight line was constructed through the points for diva= 

lent holmium and thuliumo This fixed the value for Zeta 

at =1360 cm=1o A series of calculations were then per= 

formed by varying F2 until the energy difference between 
=1 the.two levels was 15000 cm o During this process, it 

was noted that the positions of the levels of the 7F mul= 

tiplet were virtually unaffected by changes in F2 v indi= 

eating Russell=Saunders coupling is a good approximation 

for this relative method of calculationo The initial guess 

for F2 in the calculations was obtained from consideration 

of Figure 1 o Values of F2 for Ce III (f2), Pr III (f3) 1 

Sm III (f6) and Ho III (f11 ) had been plotted on Figure 1, 
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so a straight line was constructed through these points and 

the intersection for the f 8 case was used in the first 

calculationo After a couple of trials~ it was noted that 

the difference between the two levels 1 divided by the posi

tion of the higher level was about equal to the difference 

in the two values of F29 divided by the larger, so this 

informatton was used to compute the final value of F29 
=1 

371 cm o 

The Intermediate Coupling Calculations 
, 6 8 

for the f and f Configurations 

It should be borne in mind that many approximations 

are built into calculations of this typeo It has been 

assumed that higher configurations of the ion do not inter-

act with the one under consideration 9 but there is much 

experimental evidence to the contrary (3)o A second 

assumption is that the ratios of the Slater integrals for 

the 4f shell of the lanthanides are the same as for the 

4f shell of hydrogen, for which the ratios may be calcu= 

lated exactlyo Another approximation is that the electro= 

st~tic interactions described by the Slater integrals or 

the Racah parameters and the magnetic interaction des= 

cribed by the spin=orbit coupling parameter are the only 

ones which must be consi.dered in a description of the 

behavior of the energy states of a partially=filled f shello 

The degree to which these and ot~er approximations made 

during the course of an intermediate coupling calculations 
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are valid depends to a large extent on the accuracy re= 

quired of the resulto In other words, if it is desired 

to fit a set of levels precisely, more parameters must be 

included in the calculation in order to achieve the re-

quired agreement, but if the study of the set of levels 

is only a preliminary one, then the approximations made 

are sufficient o 

' In this study, the expression 

Eta 

was used for the ordinate for both the f 6 and f 8 configu-

t . Th . z· Chi h Ch" ra ionso e expression J. = 1 + Chi w ere J. = 

Oo06 Zeta/F was used for the f 6 configuration and 
2 . , 

Zi =Chi = i = ·chi 

was used for the f 8 configuration~ with Chi defined the 

same as beforeo 4f hydrogenic ratios of the Fk were 

assumed in the calc.ulations performed for this studyo 

Table II lists the values of F2 , Zeta, and Zi which were 

used for the ordinates of the f 6 and f 8 intermediate 

coupling diagramsj with the units of F2 and Zeta in 

waven um be rs o 

For the f 6 configuration, the Zi values of 00160 and 

00165 correspond to the F2 and Zet~ values given by Ofelt 

(44) for divalent samarium and t;rivalent europium 1 re= 

spectivelyo The fact that these values for divalent 
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TABIB II 

F2, ZETA, AND Zi VALUES 

f 6 Configuration r8 Configuration 
F2 Zeta Zi F2 Zeta Zi 

400.0 1 X 10-6 
o.o 400 - 740.7 0.1 

400.0 740.7 0.1 371~0 -1360 0.18· 

JJO.O 1050. 0.160 4J4.o -1705 0.191 

401.0 1320.0 0.165 465.8 -2270. 0.226 

JOO.O 2692.J 0.35 JOO.O -2692.3 0.35 

200.0 JJJJ~J 0.50 200.0 -JJJJ.J 0.5 

100.0 5000. 0.75 100.0 -5000. 0.75 

o.o 1 X 104_ 1.0 0.0 -1 X 10 
4 1.0 
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samarium are slightly different from those cited previously 

makes a difference of only one unit in the third decimal 

place of Zi~ and it was concluded that this was of no 

consequence... The rest of the val,.v.es of F2 and Zeta were 

obtained by selection of regularly spaced values of Zi .. 

The expression for Zi was then solved for the ratio of 

Zeta to F21 decreasing values of F2 were chosen and the 

corresponding value of Zeta w~s calculated., The value of 
=1 F 2 at the LS coupl.ing limit was chosen at 400 cm because 

both the value for F2 for europium and terbium in the 

trivalent state are in this rangeo 

The .Zi values listed in Table II for the f 8 configu

ration~ of 0 .. 18~ 00191, and 00226 correspond to the F2 and 

Zeta v.aJ.ues calculated in this work for divalent gadolinium, 

Ofelt 0 s values for trivalent terbium 1 and the parameters 

which describe tetravalent dysprosium from Varga and 

Asprey (20), respectively .. The other values were obtained 

as previously descri bedo Calculations for the LS coupling 

limit were not performed for the f 8 casev since the re= 

sults would have been identical to that for the f 6 con= 

figuration., It was only after Tables III and IV were 

constructed as an aid in completion of the diagram that 

the symmetry of the number of J=values in each Eta level 

for the two configurations was foundo 

The tw.o tables were construc~ed by inspection of the 

computer output of the two configurations for the limiting 

jj case .. The Eta.values are listed on the first row of 
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TABLE III 

r 6 
CONFIGURATION, ALLOWED J VALUES FOR EACH ETA 

Eta Values 

J Values 0 J.5 7 10,5 14 17.5 21 

0 1 J J 5 1 1 

1 1 2 8 5 J 

2 1 7 11 ' 1J 4 1 

J 1. 5 15 11 5 

4 1 8 15 16 5 1 

5 1 5 14 12 5 

6 1 6 13 . 1J 4 1 

7 J 10 8 J 

8 J 7 8 2 

9 1 5 4 1 

10. 1 J J 1 

11 1 1 

12 1 1 

Total No. 
of Leve~s 

1 6 44 106 100 J4 
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TABLE IV 
I 

fB CONFIGURATION, ALLOWED J .VALUES FOR EACH ETA 

Eta Values 

J Values 
0 3.5 7 10.5 14 17.5 21 Rank 

0 I 1 1 5 J 3 1 14 

1 3 5 8 2 1 19 

2 1 4 13 11 7 1 37 

3 5 11 15 5 1 37 

4 1 5 16 15 8 1 4.6. 

5 5 12 14 .5 1 J7 

6 1 4 13 13 6 1 38 

7 3 8 10 J 24 

8 2 ~. 7. 3 20 

9 1 4 5 . 1 11 

10 1 3 3 1 10 

11 1 1 2 

12 1 1 2 

Total No. 4 34 100 106 44 6 1 295 
bf Levels 
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each table and the J values are given in the first column 

on the lefto The column on the right of the f 8 configura-

tion, in. Table IVj gives the rank of each J matrix~ and 

295 is the total number of levels of all J 0 so For an Eta 

value of seven in the f 8 configuration~ th~re are 16 levels 

which terminate here with a J value of foura Blank spaces 

in a column indicate that for that Eta value~ there are no 

levels of a particular J which terminate therea The bottom 

row gives the total number of levels of all J values which 

terminate at that Eta valuea 

Brief inspection of the ,tables indicates the :Previous= 

ly mentioned symmetrya When the totals are consideredj it 

is also obvious t.hat all of these levels could not be 

plotted on a single diagrama In fact~ for some of the 

J=values 9 a plot containing all of the J 0 s terminating in 

a particular Eta would probably be unwieldya It was there= 

fore determined that the diagrams should be drawn for each 

LS term 9 with an effort made to keep each multiplet on the 

same scalej so that they could be reproduced and combined 

if desireda The scale of the original drawings was one 

inch per Eta unit on the ordinatea 'When they were reduced 

for printingj an effort was made to have all of them re= 

duced by the same amount~ so that they would remain on the 

same scale a It is suggested that if q, comp.osi te of several 

multiplets is desired 9 they either be separately Xeroxed 

oi:ito transparencies and overlaid 9 or that they be t.raced 

off onto a single pageo If the ,mul.tiplets are Xeroxed onto 
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transparencies, it is suggested that the abscissa be masked 

off if possible~ since the scale on the bottom and the 

legend tend to add to the confusiona 

Since only the lower multiplets were considered, a 

choice had to be made as to where to stopa All the Eta 

values for the LS limit were plotted and a pair of multi= 

pl.ets j which the program denoted as 5F and 5r lay just 

below 40000 wavenumbers j and the density of terms- was low 

in this region 9 so it was decided that these two multiplets 

would be the highest ones considereda 

.Al though essentially no faith can,0 be put in the numer= 

ical values of the energy levels of the highest terms in 

the two conjugate configurations~ the degree to which they 

are incorrect will probably not vary too. much between the 

terms~ so their relative spacings might be fairly correct a 

Many lines observed in free=ion spectral studies arise 

from transitions between different configurations of the 
,',, \ 

same ionization statea The parity of.a configuration is 

defined as the sum of the one=electron orbital angular 

momenta of the configuration(3)" If the sum over the 

electrons is odd, the co~figuration is said to be of odd 

parity 9 and is called an odd configurationa An atom or 

ion in an excited state can make a transition to a lower 

configuration of opposite parity with emission of a photona 

Likewise 9 the transition from a lower configuration to a 

higher one of opposite parity by absorption of energy is 

also allowed" If the energy separation between t4e two 
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configurations is of the right order of magnitudep then the 

emission lines will be accessable to the spectroscopista 

Since the highest levels of the f 6 and f 8 configurations 

are more. widely spaced than a lot of other levels, and thus 

more easily recognizableii a figure describing the variation 

of the levels with the change from Russell=Saunders to jj 

coupling was includeda The scale for this diagram is one 

inch per Oa2 Zi units~ and one inch per two Eta unitsa 

For the r 6 configuration, the Eta=O value 9ould only 

accept one level with a J=value of zeroj so this was easily 

assigned!' The Eta= 3a 5 value could accept a total of six 

J=values~ so these~ too~ were easily assi~eda Thirty out 

of the forty~four possible J=values were assigned to the 

Eta= 7 value a On the diagram. for the high terms 9 the four 

possible J=values of the Eta= 21 were assigned 9 seven of 

the thirty=four possible J=values were assigned for the 

Eta= 17 a 5 level:, and a single. J = 0 level was indicated as 

heading toward the Eta= 14 value which was not :;:1hown on 

the diagramo 

Since the Eta= 21 level of the r 8 configuration had 

only one J ::;a:: 0 termw it, was satisfied 11 al t:tiough not without 

difficultya All six of the levels terminating at Eta=17a59 

and the five remaining levels were indicated as going to 

Eta= 14a To summarize 9 49 of the 295 lev~ls were assigneda 

The theory of Hund which was previously cited was generally 

followed with no difficulty for the lower diagrams, but 

seemed to be freely violated for the highest termsa The 
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details of the individual figures will now be consideredo 

The f 6 Diagrams 

The levels of J = 0 1 1 ~ 2 11 3, 4, 5, and 6 originating 

in the 7F multiplet (Figure 3) were assigned in the jj 

limit to the Eta values of O and 3o 5 9 with the single J = 0 

term going to the Eta= 0 le:vel and the rest terminating at 

Eta= 3o 5o The multiplet remained erect except for the 

J = 6 level~ which is just above the J = 2 level when Zi = o 750 

The calculated or experimentru. Eta values were not 

plotted on the figures in order to keep them unclutteredo 

As an illustration of the type, of results which can be 

obtained from these figuresj and as an example that the 

usefulness of the figures is not restricted to the lan= 

thanidesj two cases for the actinides will be consideredo 

F2 and Zeta values have been reported in the literature 

for a few low levels of Am IV and P~ I (37)o The 7F mul= 

tiplet, the 5L6 levelj the 5n2 level~ and the 5a2 level 

were used in obtaining the F2 and Zeta values for Am IV 9 

which has the 5f6 configurationo For Pu I~ wh.ich has the 

5f67s2 configuration~ only the energy levels of the 7F 

multiplet were reportedo The two electrons in the 7s shell 

do not interfere significantly~ since they constitute a 
=1 closed shello Using the values F2 = 26806 cm and Zeta = 

=1 2605 cm for Am IV 11 experimental Eta values were cal= 

culated and compared to the graphical Eta values at 

Zi = 0 o 368 a If the root mean square of the Etas is 
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calculated from the e,xpression 

rms 

. where A is the difference between the corresponding exper= 

imen tal and graphical Eta values and n is the number of 

levels 9 then for Am IV therms Eta value was Oo106o The 

agreement was considered satisfactory~ since the range of 

Etas spanned nearly 4o25 units and three of the levels 

accounted for almost 75% of the erroro For Pu ! 9 t~e 
=1 =1 values of F2 and Zeta of 23006 cm and 217406 cm 

respectively, yielded a set of Etas which, when compared 

to Figure 3 at Zi = 00361 1 had a rms ;Eta of 00064 for a 

range of 2o2 unitso At this pointj the J = 3 level con= 

tributed almost two=thirds of the total erroro 

Figure 4 gives the behavior of the J :al O, 1, 2, 3, and 

4 levels arising from the 5D termo The multiplet is erect 

for the LS approximation 9 and remains so~ except for the 

J = 1 level~ which become.s the highest in the limit of j j 

couplinge The experimental Eta of the J = 2 term for Jun IV 

was within Oo08 units of the graphical valueo A value of 

977205 cm= 1 has been reported (46) for the 5n0 level of 
=1' 7 Pu I 9 placing it 466 cm below the J = 6 level of the F 

termo On Figure 4 9 this level would be about 00157 Eta 

units below the graphical value 1 still within a rea~onabl~ 

range for identification purposes~ since it is the only 

J = 0 level in that region of Eta value so It is interesting 

to note that a composite of Figures 3 and 4 indicates that 
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the J = 0 level lies below the J = 6 level for Zi values from 

00370 to 00465, although it has been reported (3) that no 

set of F2 and Zeta values will yield this result if the 5f 

hydrogenic ratios are assumedo In shortj although the order 

of the two levels is not predicted correctly for the Zi 

value of Pu I~ the crossover point is close by 9 and is 

probably a function of the drawing of the figureo 

The 5L term gives rise to J values of 6, 7 9 8 9 9, and 

10 P all of which terminate at Eta= 7 (Figure 5) o All the 

levels remain erect except for J = 10, which is below J = 8 

in the jj limi to The J = 6 experimental Eta lies nearly 

Oo2 units above the graphical value and is the largest 

contributor to the error in the calculation for .Am !Vo 

During the calculations for these diagrams 9 the two lowest 

J = 6 values seemed to approach one another~ but it was 

decided that they s~ould not cross, and that the lower 

should terminate at Eta :a: 3o 5o It is felt that these two 

experimental points justify the choice 9 since~ if the 

al tern.ate option had been taken~ the result would have 

been a larger deviation from the. ex:perimen tal Etas of 

both the termso That is, crossing the two J = 6 levels 

would have lowered the graphical value for the level aris= 

ing from the 5L term 9 and it was already too .low, while the 

7F level would have been raised from a position which is 

greater than the experimental Eta to one at least a tenth 

of a unit highero 

Figure 6 indicates the assignments of the J""'2 9 3, 4j 
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5, and 6 levels arising from the 5G termo As the figure 

indicates, Russell~Saunders coupling is a,poor approxima= 

tion for this term for any value of Zio The order of the 

levels is badly distorted for all Zi values~ but the 

graphical and experimental Etas of the J = 2 level agree 

to within the ability of the author to read the grapho 
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It is felt, though that the assignment is correctl) because 

of the close agreement with the experimental values for the 

5n2 level o Also the next J = 2 value lies more than one 

Eta unit highero 

Figures 7~ 8 1 and 9 indicate the assignments of the 

levels arising from the 5H, 5r, and 5F termso They are so 

closely spaced that it is highly likely that incorre.ct 

assignments have been made, particularly since they have 

so many J=values in commona All .three terms are badly 

J=mixed from the start, as would be expected from the 

close coincidence of so many common J=valuesa Since LS 

coupling is probably not a good approximation for any Zi 

value at this high an energy level P the main utility of 

these figures is probably t9 give the reader an idea of 

what happens. at even higher values where the density of 

states is much greatero 

The r 8 Diagrams 

The Eta= 0 level can accept J=values of Ol) 2, 4, and 

6~ so these values were assigned from levels arising from 

the 7F multiplet of the f 8 configuration (Figure 10)o The 
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fit the levels bettero J=values of 2, 3 9 and 4 are common 

to the 5D and 5G terms, and the lower set was assigned to 

the 5D term ~d the higher to 5Go 

One of the more interesting features of the 5G term 

in Figure 13 is the J:6 levelo At about Zi of Oo4, it 

becomes lower than the J = 4 level arising from the 5n termo 

Since the region from Zi = Oo3 to Oo4 encompasses most of 

the ionization states of the actinidesp it will be interest= 

ing to see if this behavior is corroborated by the ex.per= 

imental spectrao It should be mentioned that the way the 

levels are assigned~ the J = ,6 curve for the 5L term is 

higher than that of the 5G term~ for most Zi values 1 even 

though the 51 term is lower for the Russell=Saunders limito 

At any rate 9 the Russell=Saunders sch$me of labeling levels 

is of questionable value 9 since the calculations performed 

for these figures show that these levels are badly J=mixed 

for most values of Zio 

Figures 12v 14f 15 9 and 16 display the assignments of 

the J=levels arising from the 5L~ 5Hw 5r and 5F termso 

They overlap to a large degree and again~ some of the 

assignments are probably incorrecto They serve to satisfy 

33 of the 34 J=values which terminate at the Eta= Jo5, 

levelo The next highest term in the LS limit which can 

provide the missing J = 4 value is a 5G term at Eta= 4o 7, 

but there are several more before Eta""' 5 o O o 

To summarize.1y 37 of the 38 possible levels terminating 

at either Eta=O or 3o5 in the jj limit have been assigned 
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for the f8 configurationo As there was a gap in terms at 

the LS limitw and since the next jj limit Eta level re= 

quired 100 J=valuesp with only the highest J=values being 

easily assignablep no more figures were constructedo The 

same 37 J=values were also assigned to the three lowest eta 

levels in the jj limit for the r 6 configurationo Quite 

satisfactory agreement between the figures and two sets of 

energy levels for actinides in very different ionization 

state~ was obtainedo 

The High Levels of the f 6 and 

f 8 Configurations 

As was previously stated~ Figure 17 was constructed 

not so much in the belief that the levels represented the 

true behavi.or of the configurations~ but in the hope that 

the relative spacings might be useful to spectroscopistso 

If two Eta vaiues are subtracted from one another 1 for a 

particular value of F2 and Zetav the Eta expression re= 

duces to 

1 

~E = ~Eta{(F2/0o06) 2 + (Zeta) 2 )
2 

0 

Figure 17 vyas initi~ly constructed under the premise that 

the theory of Hund (30)v previously mentioned~ was operableo 

That is~ levels of the same J should not crosso As was 

previously stated~ calculations for the jj limit of both 

configurations showed that the Eta:;;; 21 level of the r 8 

configuration shoulq have a single J:;;; 0 termp and the 
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Eta""' 17o5 level should have J=values of 1, 2 11 3, 4, 5w and 

60 For the f 6 configuration, J=v:alues of O, 2, 4, and 6 

should terminate at the Eta= 21 level 9 and 34 J=values 

from O to i O should terminate at the Eta= 17 o 5 level o 

Calculations· at the LS limit showed the following terms 

present, in decreasing order~ 1 , 1 1 3 
Sq, D2, G4, P0,192' 

1 3 1 
I6, F2,394' and H50 

which were not plotted 

Then there were a group of terms 

including, 1G
4

, either 3F or 3H, 

1 3 D2 , F2 , and a closely spaced group which included a 3p 
0 

1 level which was plottedo Since the s0 term was highestw 

it was assigned to the Eta= 21 level for both configura= 
1 1 1 tionso The n2 , G4 , and r6 terms were assigned to the 

Eta= 21 level for the f 6 configuration and the Eta"" i 7 o 5 

level for the f 8 configurationo This left only the Jp and 

3F terms for assignment w be,cause the 1H
5 

level could be 

designated for Eta""'17a5 on both sides of the figureo The 

lower 3p0 level was not chosen for assignment· initiallyo 

The first hint of a problem was encountered when the next 

highest J ""'0 level was plotted for the Zi values for which 

the computations were performed.a For the f 8 configuration 

at Zi=0~5 9 a J""O level was located slightly below 

Eta""' 1705, but for Zi ~ 0075 9 a J ""O level was found 

slightly above Eta""17o5o Recalling that this level cannot 

accept a J = 0 term in the j j limit 9 this meant that if 

this level arose from the 3p term, it had to make an ex= 

tremely sharp tu:rn downward past Zi ~ 0 a 75 in order to 

terminate at Eta= 140 When the f
6 configuration was 
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examined 9 the situation was the same 9 because even though 

the Eta""' 17 o 5 level could accept one J ""'0 value P there were 

apparently two levels in this regiono At Zi ""0035 9 the 

values were 18o5 and 1808 9 at Zi :aa:Oo5 they lay at 1708 and 

20a6 9 and at Zi""'Oo75 the J:;::aQ levels were found at about 

1706 and 18a7o Clea:rly 9 another J,,.Q level was rising from 

a lower Eta value to produce these effects 9 so the LS limit 

calculation was studied. for a lower term with this property a 

The result was the 3p0 level plotted at the lower part of 

Figure 17 o This figure shows the way the J ""0 problem was 

re sol veda By discardi.ng the no=crossing rule 9 the 1 
s0 level 

was terminated at Eta""' 14 9 the higher 3p0 level was termi= 

nated at :Eta"" 17a5~ and the lower 3p0 level was allowed to 

terminate at the Eta= 21 level o Im al tern.ate choice would 

have been to switch the final assignments of the two 3p0 

terms 9 and there are others 9 depending on which lower J = 0 

term one wishes to invokeo 

On the f 8 side of the figure 9 a similar solution was 

obtainedo As finally const:ru.cted~ the J ""'0 term coming 

from off scale and terminating at Eta= 21 was drawn as 

arising from the lower of the two Jp terms 9 but this need 

not necessarily be the casea The lower 3p level could 

terminate at Eta"" 14 and some still lower J = 0 level could 

rise to Eta= 21 o This would produce a slope of the J = 0 

curve between O o 5 and O o 75 which would not ·be as steep as 

the one shown in the figurea Similar problems with the 

J = 2 levels a:nd the J""' 4 levels were solved by assigning 



the 1 D and 3F terms to Eta= 14 a The J ""'4 level arising 

from the 1 G terms was assigned to Eta""" 17 a 5 and the 3F 

level to Eta~ 14 a As with the f 6 case 9 other solutions 
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are possible 9 and the chances of this figure being entirely 

correct are extremely remotea The method of labeling the 

diagrams and levels according to the Russell=Saunders 

coupling scheme is merely a convenient way of giving the 

various levels a name 9 and nothing else is implied 9 par= 

ticularly on this figurea 

Other Configurations 

As was stated in a previous section 9 the free ion 

levels for divalent cerium from reference 14 were least= 

squares fit and Eta and Zi values were calculatedo Eta 

values for this configuration were plotted on the f 2 inter= 

mediate coupling diagram of reference 20 9 at a Zi value of 

Oo 122a The agreement between the calculated Etas and the 

points on the curves. was quite goodv except for the pre= 

viously mentioned problem of the 1
1 6 level and the 1s0 

levela The f 2 intermediate coupling diagram indicates that 

the 116 and 3p1 levels cross over near this Zi valuet so 
1 perhaps the 16 level should have been retainedo While 

1 the Eta value of the s0 level did not come very close to 

the curvev neither did most of the other data points for 

this curvea Overall~ the agreement between the Etas cal= 

culated for Ce III and the diagram were gooda One par= 

ticularly interesting aspect of the figure is the 
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comparison of the three 4f2 configurations, Ce III, Pr IV, 

and Nd Vo The Zi value of praseodJ.mium .is O" 125, while 

that of neodymium. is 0 .. 159-9 indicating that there is a much 

larger deviation from Russell-Saunders coupling between the 
' . 

te.travalent and t~ivalent state.s than between .the t.rivalent . . , ,,; . ·). 

and divalent stateso 

The. set of Eta v~ues for -the free.,..ion levels of 

Pr III from reference. 15 :were compared to tne inte:r.rnediate 

coupling diagram of the f3 configuration (47)Q Tne Eta 

values were plotted at Zi = Oa 124 o Tlle low-lying data · 
. . . ',, . 

points seemed to be con,sistently lower than the curves, 

averaging about .Oo05 Eta uni ts per. level o .. Tb.is would in= 

dicate tha,t a slightly higher value for F2 would l'l,ave given 

a better fit for the .lower ~evelsa On the other h,and, the 
. . ·1 

high levels fit very much better than the .· s0 level qf the 

f 2 collfiguration, so a higher F2 would h,av~ imprqved the 

lower level fit. only at the expense 9:f' the higher levelso 
·, .. ,. ·. . ... .,.. . • . ,,' : ·~·-·. ' . . • ·. l 

The Zi value of .t:r-ival13n t neodymium is 9 o 136, indicating 

• that. the chan,ge. :from ~rivalent to di'falent is,.~-__ larger one 

for the f3 case. ti:l.an. it is for the.f2 o ~The difference 
I • • {, '. ' ; ,•, ,' , , , ~' •,•" ' ' 

between the Zi values. of the di-· and trivalent states of 

the f 8 confi~rat~on is O o.011 , compare cl ~o O o 012 for the 

f3 conf~guratio~·: . Th.is indicates tll.at ,~here m~ 
0

be S0Jl1,e= 

thing anomi;Uous about the dit'ference of only Oa003 for the 
... :.,f . ,, '.,·. 

f 2 configurati,.ono On the oi;her hand 9 the ~-i inte.rval of 

the .di- and trivalent .states of samarium ~d ~uropium. fpr 

the f
6 configuration is o~ly Oo0(?~ 9 so there is prob~l:>ly 

. ,,:. ,.·. ... '··, \>f't .. ,;. / 
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not enough experimental information to confirm any kind of 

trends with respect to this parametera Using F2 and Zeta 

values estimated from reference 20 for tetravalent pro~ 

methium (f3), a Zi of 00169 can be calculated (F2 =355, 

Zeta= 1200) , and the te travalen t=tri val en t difference is 

0 o 033 g which compares very well yvi th the f 8 differenc.e 1 

Oa035 9 and the f 2 difference 1 Oa034o 

To summarize, the intermediate coupling diagrams of 

the f 6 configuration 9 and its conjugate case, the f 8 con= 

figuration have been constructed for the multiplets below 
=1 40000 cm and compared to experimental informa tiona In 

addition, free=ion spectra for two divalent cases have been 

recalculated and compared to intermediate coupling diagrams 

for their respective caseso 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the experiments on reduction of the 

lanthanides in CaF2 by electrolysis and irradiation were 

inconclusive,. at besto The fact that the observed absorp

tion in the visible and near=IR regions matched the pub

lished spectra indicated that some reduction occurred, but 

the fluorescence bands for the divalent f=f. transitions 

were not observed, except for gadoliniumo The absence of 

absorption bands for the same transitions was not particu= 

larly surprising, since most of the trivalent absorption 

bands which were observed were weako AJ..most·total reduc-

tion would have had to occur in order for some of the bands 

to be observed., and this was· plainly not achieve do However, 

the fluorescence transitions should have been more easily 

observable, in spite of the lower concentration of the re-

duced ion, because of the broad, strong absorption bands 

available for pumping in the visible regiono However, 

consideration of the absorption spectra of the reduced 

crystals indicates that fluorescence above about 104 cm-1 , 

the lower limit of the study, whould not appear, since for 

all the crystals except cerium and gadolinium, strong 

absorption bands, char~cteristic of f-d transitions, occur 

103 
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at or below this energyo The cerium-containing crystals 

seemed to be impure or imperfect in some fashion, so the 
I .·, 

results are not surprisingo 
' . 

· The observed flu~rescence of the ·gadolinium must also 

be considered in the light of past studieso The ground 

state of Gd III has been found to be 4f 7 5d 1 ( 18) o ,Approxi= 

mate qalculations (8) for Gd(II) in caF2 indicate that there 

is a possibility that the same configuration is the ground 

state in the crystal o However 9 :the f 8 configura ti6n was 
. ,a 

not observed in the study reported by Callah~ 

and in that paper, it was stated that the ·1ack of observa= 

tion indicated that this configuration was close to the 

4f75d1 configurationo Also, when the absorption barids , 

observed in reference 32 are plotted on. the same scale as 

(8), all the observed bj,9nds fell at the SG1JI1e energieso 

Divalent yttrium should have a 4d1 configuration!/ and it 

may be argued that this would be similar to the 4t7 5d1 

configurations because of the outer d electron 9 but the 

correspondence between Gd(II) and La(II) spectral ( 5d 1 ) 9 

which, by thi·:s argument 9 should be even better, . is not as 

good as that with Y(II) o 

.A second possible explanation might be the mixing of 

the f 8 ~d f7d1 configurations by the crystal fieldo A 

study (24) was made .of the fluo.rescence and absorption of 

Sm(II) in CaF 211 BaF29 and SrF2o Fluorescence from the 5n0 
level on .the f 6 configuration ~o i;he ground multiplet was 

. . -1 
observed for, SrF 2 and. BaF2 at 14353 and 1437 4 CHI~ 9 
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8 =1 respectivelyo For CaF2 ~ it was found at 1411 cm 9 indi= 

eating a structure-sensitive shift which should not be 

found for the shielded 4f shello This was confirmed by 

preparation of two crystal.sp one 98% CaF2 and 2% SrF2 , the 

other 98% SrF2 and 2% CaF2o In the first crystalj the 

14118 cm= 1 line was shifted by 15 cm= 1 ~ while in the second 

crystal~ the line did not move appreciably from the energy 

observed in the pure SrF2 crystalo Alsow Zeeman studies 

showed that the fluorescence observed in the SrF2 and BaF2 
crystals were magnetic dipole transitionsp while for CaF2 
it was electric dipole in naturej which is forbidden for 

this system for f=f transitionso This evidence indicated 

that the fluorescent level was appreciably or perhaps pre= 

dominantly 5d in character a A similar m~ehanism might be in 

operation for the gadolinillJil=doped crystal.so 

Good agreement was found between the intermediate 

coupling diagrams and the experimental levels for the f 6 

and f 8 configurationso It is hoped that these figures will 

be an aid in further interpretation of free=ion and solid= 

state spectra which have already. been studiedy and in 

studies of higher ionization states which are still being 

carried outo Further studies of divalent lanthanides in 

alkaline earth fluorides should be carried out on crystals 

in which the interfering impurities are known to be absent 

or at negligible concentrationso Only then can the exper= 

imental results obtained in this and other studies be 

affirmed or refutedo 
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APPENDIX A 

OTHER STUDIES 

Constrµction of a Ruby Laser 

A ruby laser was constructed for use as a light source 

for Raman spectrography 9 with a 2o5-meter Jarrell-Ash 

grating spectrograph and Polaroid type 413 infrared= 

sensitive film used for detectiono The three inch by 

t inch diameter ruby crystal was purchased from Adolph 

Meller Coo 9 and was positioned at one focus of an elliptic 

cavi tyo At th~ other focus was an Ea Ga and G .. F x 42 Xenon 

flash tube for optical pumping of the crystalo The reso= 

nant cavity of the laser was formed by two 99 .. 8% reflect

ing9 dielectric coated spherical mirrors of Oa 5 mo focal 

length .. The cell. 9 with end windows either perpendicular or 

at the Brewster angle 9 containing the liquid to be examined1 

was placed wi -thi.n the resonant cavity of the laserr and the 

light which was scattered by the liquid was focused on the 

slit of the spectrographo 

The elliptical cavity had a major axis of 2t ino and 

a minor axis of 2 inchesa It was fabricated from a split 

brass block by laying out the ellipse and 9 by a trial=and= 

error process, the number of cuts of a lathe which would 

remove the maximum amount of stock were determined.. A 
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honing tool was ground to fit the curve of the ellipse at 

the point where excess stock remainedo By this method, 
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the variation of the cavity from the true ellipse was re= 

duced to about one thousandth of an incho Three successive 

lapping molds for f~nal polishing of the ellipse were made 

by filling the cavity with Devcon 101 liquid epoxyo The 

first two molds were used with the cavity separated and the 

two pieces placed in lineo The final polish was done with 

the cavity assembledo During each step, the mold was ro

tated and changed end-to-end to reduce the residual ridgeso 

After the final polish, the cavity and the end plates, to 

which the crystal and flash lamp would be attached, were 

given a final cleaning by ionic bombardment in a vacuum 

system, and then coated' with aluminum by vapor depositiono 

A Westinghouse' 2 KW industrial RF generator was modi= 

fied to obtain a variable DC voltage source with a maximum 

output of about 3000 voltso The variable voltage was used 

to charge a 420 microfarad capacitor bank which was wired 

so that four capacitances were available, in steps of 105 

microfaradse The circuit was completed, by a 395 microhenry 

aircore choke and the flashtubeo To fire the laserj the 

capacitor bank was charged to the chosen voltage by the 

power supply and the flash lamp acted as open switch pre= 

venting discharge of the capacitorso A high voltage pulse 

to a fine wire wrapped around the lamp then ionized enough 

of the gas in the lamp to start conductiono _The choke was 

included in the circuit to give the right discharge rate for 
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the lamp-capacitor combinationo The voltage pulse was 

obtained by discharge of a capacitor through the primary 

of a step-up transformer, with the secondary windings pro

viding the pulseo The switching of the circuit was accom= 

plished either by a tap key or a thyratron trigger circuito 

Several configurations of the laser system were tried 

to maximize the amount of scattered light incident on the 

slit of the spectrographo One such configuration was the 

positioning of the laser on another optical track, with 

the sample cell in front of the slito Light collection in 

this case was accomplished by cylindrical or spherical 

lenseso A second configuration consisted of a set of 15 

flexible fiber optics light guides arranged around the 

sample cello The opposite ends were then positioned before 

the slit, and focusing of the light was provided by the 

lens systemo Since a fairly high pulse rate was required 1 

the crystal and flash cavity were cooled by flowing N2 gas 

through a coil immersed in a dry ice-ethanol bath and then 

directly into the flash cavityo To prevent condensation 

of water on the cooler components, the whole system was 

enclosed in a large polyethylene glove baga Since the dry 

N2 gas was vented directly into the bag, this provided a 

very effective barrier to condensation and allowed the 

laser to be triggered as many as 200 times in a reasonable 

periodo 

Reference lines were obtained from an iron arc spectra 

which was recorded on each piece of filmo After arranging 



the components in what was considered to be the optimum 

configuration, the laser was triggered 200 times for two 
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separate exposuresa No lines were ever observed in any of 

these studies, except for the excitation line of the laser 

and some regularly spaced lines of equal intensity on 

either side of the ruby line, which were determined to be 

grating ghosts produced by the high intensity of the laser 

pulsea In this region_of the spectrum~ the dispersion of 
,. 

the spectrograph was found to be about 23 wavenumbers per 

mm on the plate 9 so this should have been sufficient to re= 

move the Raman lin~s of cc1 4, which should be displaced 

-1 ) from the ruby line by 218, 314, 458, 762, and 791 cm (48, 

from the intense clouding of the ruby linea No indication 

of lines at these positions was ever noteda It was finally 

determined that inefficient light collection or low power 

of the laser resulted in the absence of observed spectrao 

Self-Consistent Field Calculations 

A Hartree-Fock-Slater self=consistent atomic field 

program (23) was obtained for the purpose of calculating 

the radial electronic distributions for some configuraiions 

of the lanthanide ionso The input to the program consists 

of the nuclear charge of the atom or ion for which the 

calculation is to be performed, the charge on the ion~ 

trial eigenvalues for each completely or partially filled 

shell in the configuration under examination, and a trial 

value for the potential in which the electrons moveo The 
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program is not particuJ,arly sensitive to the trial eigen= 

values used, and it has been found sufficient to use those 

for the neutral atom which are listed in reference 23 for 

each shell o The trial potential is the sum of the nuclear 

coulomb potential, the total electronic coulomb potentials, 

and an approximation to the electronic exchange potentialo 
' ' ' 

This approximation is given by the exchange potential for 

a free electron gas whose total electronic charge density 

is equal to that of the configuration under examinationo 

The exchange potential has a total charge content of plus 

one unit, and has a magnitude at any value of r which is 

equal to the like-spin charge density ~t that point a This 

is a reasonable approximation at small values of r, but· for 

larger values, it does not approach zero as it shoulda 

Therefore, the potential is redefined for values of r .? r
0 

so that V(r) = -2(Z - N + 1 )/r, where Z is the nuclear 

charge, N is the number of electrons, and r
0 

is that value 

of r for which the free electron exchange potential is 

equal to -2(Z=N+1)/r
0

a 

While the program will converge for a starting poten= 

tial which is not very self-consistent, experience has 

shown that one cannot go too faro For instance 9 the poten= 

tials given in reference 23, for the neutral lanthanides 

worked satisfactorily for the di- and tri val en t ions 



derived from the same atom, but if the potential for the 

adjacent atom was used, the program would not convergeo 

Although this problem was not encquntered, it might also 

be true that the neutral pote'ntial would not be self= 
-
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consistent enough if the calc~ation for a highly~charged 

ion was attemptedo A method of circumventing this might 

be to perform the calculation for an intermediate ion, in 

order to obtain a starting potential which is closer to 

that required for the highly-charged iono 

The program requires a value for the potential at a 

specific number of points, usually every fourth point of 
, 

the integration mesho The listing in. reference 23 does 

not always contain this many points, since it was truncated 

as soon as a limiting value was reachedo Additional input 

cards may have to be, added in order to attain the required 

numbero 

The integration and differentiation procedures in the 

program are written in terms of an integration mesh, with 

the potential function 9 V(r )', and the rad,ial wave function, 

Pn /r), represented by their values at the points of the 

mesh·o, The general operation of the ,program uses a 441 

point mesh for the ground state and low=lying configura= 

tions, but highly excited states are better represented 

with a 481 or 521 point mesho The units of the mesh. are 

Bohr radii, and, in order·to be able to represent all the 

atoms in the periodic table on a common scale, the units 

are reduced h;y- a factor called the Thomas~Fermi parametero 



The relation is. given by r = µx where 

~ - (t)(3n/4)2/3 z-1/3 

= 0088534138 z- 1/ 3 
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In the program, the results are displayed in terms of the 

x parameter. and a conversion table is printed to convert 

back to regular Bohr radiio 

The 441 point mesh is divided into 11 blocks of 41 

points each, with· each block consisting of 40 equally 

spaced interval.so AX= 000025 uni ts in the first block and 

the interval is doubled in each succeeding blocka This 

allows the pot$ntial and radial wave functions to be repre-

sented at closely-spaced intervals near the nucleus, where 

they change rapidly, and at wider distances farther from 

the nucleus where they are exponentially dampeda 

Using the starting values for the potential and the 

eigenvalues., the wavefunction is generated and the 

Schroedinger equation is solved for each orbital in turn 

in a subroutine a Then the potential is. modified by one of 

a number of procedures,· and the process is repeated a When 

the test for self-consistency is satisfied, the procedure 

is terminated and the output information is transferred to 

magnetic tape o .Another program prepares the output infor

mation for display in the format. of reference 23a The 

first part of the output consists of a table for conversion 

of the units of t;tie integration mesh to Bohr radiia The 

final potential as a function of the integration mesh is 
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displayed next, and then· the nwnerical value of the radial 

wavefunction for each shell as a function of the integra

tion mesh is giveno The display is condensed so that the 

value for every fourth point of the integration me.sh is 

showno At the start of the listing for each shell, the 

configuration for that shell and the eigenvalue ar~ giveno 

The main program does not take th~ multiplet structure of 

partially-filled shells into account, but corrections to 

the energy of each shell for relataivistic and spin-orbit 

effects can be obtained by use of another subroutineo 
i \ 

A plot of the square of the radial wave functions of 
i 

the 4f, 5s, 5p' and 5d shells of divalent gadoliniwn as a 

function of the radius in Bohr units is displayed in 

Figure 180 The additional nodes of the 5s, 5p and 5d 

orbitals between about r = Oo8 and r = 0 have not been dis-

played ir this figureo The indicated ionic radius of 

trivalent gadolinium was given by Dieke (2), and the 90% 

of charge point was obtained from integration and summation 

of the total charge of each orbitalo 
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APPENDIX B 

SPECTRA OF DIVALENT RARE EARXHS IN 

CALCIUM FLUORIDE AND CALCULATION 

OF ENERGY LEVELS OF THE f 6 AND 

f 8 CONFIGURATIONS IN 

INTERMEDIATE COUPLING 

Abstract 

Absorption studies of Ce(II), Pr(II), Gd(II), Ho(II) 

Er(II) in CaF2 were performed from 4.0000 cm- 1 to 
-1 60 cm on samples reduced by Co gamma radiation or 

solid-state electrolysise Emission studies were performed 
-1 on electrolytically reduced samples from 40000 cm to 

10000 cm- 1e In addition to previously reported spectra, 

new bands were observed at 27800, 32000, 39500, and 

-1 ( ) -1 43000 cm for Ho II, Eµid at 29'200 and 32600 cm for 
-1 Er(II) •. A weak fluorescence peaking at 15000 cm was 

observed in the Gd-doped crystalso Calculations were per

formed o~ all the available rll configuration, free-ion 

energy levels of the divalent lanthanides in order to 

obtain the variat,ion in F2 and Zeta with the number of 

f electronse This information was used to propose an 

interpretation of the fluorescence of the Gd-doped c~ystale 

The intermediate coupling diagrams for the seven low~st 
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and seven highest terms of the f 6 and f 8 configurations 

were constructed for the transition from Russell-Saunders 

to jj couplingo 

Introduction 

Survey studies of all the lanthanides in CaF2 have 

been reported for reduction by gamma irradiation (8, 9) 1 

and detailed studies of particular rare earths have also 

been published (10, 11, 12)o Some of the divalent lan= 

than.ides have also been produced by solid=state electroly

sis (6, 35, 39)o When a CaF2 crystal, doped with the 

lanthanide fluoride 1 is heated to 600=700°c and a DC poten= 

tial is applied across the faces of the crystal, reduction 

of the dopant to the divalent state occurso Since fluo= 

rides are the predominant charge-carriers in the lattice~ 

the electrical field probably causes the interstitial 

charge-compensating fluorides to migrate toward the anode, 

making the trivalent lanthanides at a divalent cation site 

available for reduction (6)0 The divalent state produced 

by this method· appears to be stable to ordinary tempera= 

tures and wave lengths of lighto In contrast, the radia= 

tion induced coloration is unstable~ and emission charac-

.teristic of the trivalent lanthanide is observed upon 

\warming of the crystal 1 which frees the holes produced 

during irradiationo The holes migrate through the crystal 
;j 

' . 
<and recombine with the electron at the reduced lanthanideo 

.'-Furthermore, only a small percentage of the lanthanide ions 



are reduced by gamma radiationo The thermoluminescence 

which is observed on heating is characteristic of a tri-

valent ion at a cubic site, so only those ions which are 

not locally compensated by an interstitial fluoride are 

capable of being reduced by this method (9)o 

Various schemes have been proposed for aid in the 

identification of free-ion or condensed phase spectra 
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which deviate from Russell-Saunders coupling (2, 28), where 

the spin-orbit interaction cannot be neglectedo Varga and 

Asprey (31) have proposed a pair of functions, dependent on 

the electrostatic parameter, F2 , and the spin-orbit coupling 

parameter, Zeta, which give the variations of the energy 

levels of the~ configuration from pure Russell-Saunders 

to pure jj couplingo These functions have been used to 

obtain the intermediate coupling diagrams for the f 6 and 

f 8 configurationso 

The present paper involves absorption and fluorescence 

studies of some divalent lanthanides in CaF2 produced by 

electrolylic or radiation reduction techniqueso The var= 

iation of F2 , the electrostatic interaction parameter, and 

Zeta, the spin-orbit coupling parameter, with the number of 

electrons in the 4f shell has been obtainedo The inter= 

mediate coupling diagrams for the seven lowest and seven 

highest terms of the ! 6 and f 8 configurations have also 

been constructed~ 
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Experimental 

Single crystal CaF 2 chips were purchased from Semi= 

elements, Inc., (Saxonburg, Paa)o The nominal concentra= 

tions of Pr, Gd, Ho, and Er were O. 1 ,mole percent, and the 

Ce concentration was Oa25 mole percento The. unreduced 

Ce-doped crystals were tµistable to heat and had visible 

inclusionso The Pr-doped crystals contained Ce(III) as 

an impurity and the Gd-doped crystals contained Eu(III)o 

Absorption spectra of the crystals before and after reduc-
-1 , =1 tion were obtained from 40000 cm to 4000 cm on a 

0 =1 Cary 14 spectrophotometer at 77 K, and from 4000 cm to 
-1 900 cm on a Beckman IR-7 at room temperaturea Fluores= 

cence spectra of the crystals before and after elect~olytic 

reduction were obtained on a Farrand spectrofluorometer 
-1 -1 0 from 40000 cm to 10000 cm at 77 Ko Electrolytic reduc-

tion of the crystals was performed in a fashion similar to 

that of Guggenheim and Kane (39), in a dry argon atmosphereo 
' Irradiation of the crystals was accomplished at room tern= 

perature in a Gammacell 200 (Atomic Energy of Canada 1 Ltdo) 
60 Co sourceo The crystals were exposed to a total dosage 

Of 2 X 106 radso 

Results and Discussion 

No absorption bands were observed in the radiation= 

reduced Ce-doped crystals which had not been previously 

reported (8)0 Because .of the instability of these crystals 
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to temperatures higher than about 400°c, no electrolytic 

reductions could be performedo The Pr-doped crystals also 
. 

exhibited no bands not previously reported, as was true for 

the Gd-doped crystals, In addition to the previously

reported bands for Ho(II) in CaF2 , additional peaks were 

8 =1 observed at 27 00, 32000, 39500, and 43000 cm o For the 

Er(II)-doped crystals, additional bands at 29200 cm= 1 and 

32000 cm- 1 were observed in absorptiono 

Fluorescence studies of the electrolytically-reduced 

samples yiel~ed a single line at 15000 cm=1 for the-Gd(II)= 

doped crystale .All others gave only lines characteristic 

of the various trivalent ionso This emission could not 

be attributed to Eu(III), Sm(II) or to the f 7d configura

tion reported by Callahan (18) as the grond state of 

Gd IIIe The free-ion spectTa of La III (13), Ce III (14), 

Pr III (15), Ho III (17), and Yb III (19) have been pub-

lished and calculations, using the program described by 

Varga and Asprey (20), were performed on the reported 

.levels of Ce III, Pr III and Ho III to obtain enough in= 

formation to construct Figures 1 and 2o Using the value 

of Zeta (-1360 cm- 1) for the f 8 configuration from Figure 2, 

the value of F2 in the program was varied until the energy 

difference between the 5n4 level and the average of the 

7F and 7F levels was equal to 15000 cm=1
o The value of 4 5 

F2 obtained was 371 cm- 1 e Wood and Kaiser (24) have re= 

ported a fluorescence line previously attributed to the 

5n0 level of Sm(II) as being substantially or perhaps 
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predominantly of d character, and a similar mechanism may 

be in operation here, but it would take a study similar to 

the one they performed to determine if this is the caseo 

.Also, the presence of other impurities cannot be ruled outo 

Intermediate coupling calculations were performed at 

enough values of F2 and Zeta to construct Figures 3 through 

17 .. The ordinate for these figures is defined by the 

expression 

where Eis t~e energy of the level, and F2 and Zeta are the 

electrostatic and spin-orbit parameterso The abscissa is 

Zi = 0.06 Zeta/F2 
_1_+_0_o 0_6.,......Z_e_t_a_/,_F~

2 

for positive values of Zetao For negative values of Zeta 1 

Zi is defined by the expression 

Zi = 
-Oa06 Zeta/F2 

1 - Oa06 Zeta/F2 

since Zeta is negative for. an f shell which is more than 

half fullo As Zi varies from zero to one, the coupling 

goes from pure Russell-Saunders (F2>.> Zeta) to jj (Zeta>.;>F2) .. 

The calculated values of Eta were not plotted on the figures 

in order to keep them as simple as possiole, but good 

,agreement was obtained between the figures and experi= 

mental values of some levels of Am IV and Pu I reported by 
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Conway (45) for the f6 configuration, and for Dy(IV) 1 of 

the f 8 c.onfiguration, reported by Varga and Asprey ( 20) .. 

These figures. were constructed in the hope that they might 

aid S!)ectroscopists in identifica~ion of more of the 295 

levels of these configurationso 
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